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Abstract 

Play it Loud was a creative music project I developed for youth in residence at Ranch 

Ehrlo, a multiservice agency providing care for families and youth in Saskatchewan. As 

an interdisciplinary project drawing on artistic and ethnographic qualitative research 

methodologies, it seeks to understand how youth in care, facing a diverse set of 

challenges, grow and heal while creating new music. I believe playing music can 

promote healing and growth in youth. I used musical improvisation as the pedagogical 

foundation to create the opportunity for participants to teach themselves through 

experimentation and enable their creative expression. In response to the diverse identities 

of the participants I took what has been called a “two-eyed seeing approach” to 

incorporate both Western and Indigenous worldviews in the sessions. At the end of the 

project participants wrote and recorded solo musical pieces of their own creation. It was 

a relational experience: participants encountered distinct challenges and through self-

direction learnt from their own discoveries. There was evidence the process enabled the 

participants and facilitators alike to learn, grow, and heal in personal and unique ways 

while creating evocative and expressive music. 
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction 

 Play it Loud was an investigation into the intersection of creative music and 

social work practices, seeking to understand how creative music-making can impact 

youth in care. How do youth facing a diverse set of circumstances and challenges engage 

with and use music? Is there an inherent ability for music to heal? I have approached 

these questions guided by my study of improvisation and social practice. Research by the 

International Institute for Critical Studies in Improvisation (IICSI) and others has shown 

improvisation can empower individuals (Næs 165), challenge hierarchies (Fischlin; 

Lange 7), and develop a range of social and artistic skills in individuals (Dove; Finch 

para. 9; Willox 119).  

 Over the course of eight weeks, residents of Ranch Ehrlo, a multiservice care 

agency in Regina, Saskatchewan, participated in weekly rehearsals, engaging in free and 

structured music improvisation with little technical instruction on how to play the variety 

of instruments and sound makers available to them. In the final weeks, each participant 

composed a piece of music using various contemporary methods of composition. These 

methods included written and verbal instructions as well as structured and free 

improvisation. Performances of each piece were recorded in the final session. Through 

the creative process each participant encountered unique challenges and discovered 

distinct lessons, helping them grow, heal, and learn in their own way. 

1.1 The Participants 

 The eight participants, aged thirteen to seventeen, were in residence at Ranch 

Ehrlo for diverse reasons. All participants had experienced trauma in one form or 

another, and many were also dealing with cognitive diagnoses such as FASD and autism. 
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Childhood trauma can make learning basic social skills like empathy, sharing, behavior 

and forming attachments challenging (Wamser 12-13; House Caseworker, 2018). The 

individual set of challenges for each participant meant the outcomes for the participants 

were equally unique. These outcomes included developing a variety of coping skills and 

artistic abilities (Staff Member A), discovering new talents and interests (Participant A; 

Participant C), and the creation of evocative music. I also observed some participants 

creating positive attachments with adults. The project created a space for 

experimentation, creation, and self-expression, and enabled each participant to discover 

their own path through it. 

 The participants of Play it Loud were mixed between those that identified as First 

Nations, Métis, and non-Indigenous. These identities were not investigated in further 

detail. Similarly, there was no discussion as to the participants’ gender identities; to 

avoid traditional gender binaries I will refer to singular participants as “they,” in order to 

avoid making assumptions.  

 The participants had limited experiences playing music prior to the project. Some 

had experience playing the hand-drum and singing, guitar instructors had visited the 

residence on occasion, and one participant mentioned having played the piano before. No 

participant had experience creating original music. Their lack of experience, though an 

obstacle, did not inhibit their ability to create new music. The experience they had with 

music making prior to composing their first piece was exceptionally different from mine. 
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1.2 Location of Self 

 I grew up in a middle-class, white family in rural Saskatchewan and was 

introduced to the piano in Grade 2. I participated in the Watrous Music Festival,1 a 

district in the Saskatchewan Music Festival Association, when I was in grade 4 and 

began taking exams with the Royal Conservatory of Music the same year. I had 

difficulty expressing my emotions at the time and music gave me both an outlet and an 

identity – it was something I was good at.  

 Music was incredibly important to me as an adolescent because it, along with a 

supportive family, helped me climb out of a severe and long-lasting depression. While 

not leading to an actual attempt, I regularly contemplated suicide, going so far as to ask a 

close friend to help me with it. Music was fundamental in being able to overcome these 

thoughts, gain confidence, and befriend people with similar interests.  

 When I reached high school, I joined the school division’s Central Band. This 

program brings band students from all around the school division together into one large 

concert band and two smaller jazz bands. Central Band was where I was first introduced 

to improvisation in a jazz/rock context (playing a short solo in the middle of the piece). 

My experience with Central Band inspired me to switch directions: after successfully 

completing the Grade 8 Royal Conservatory of Music exam I began studying jazz with a 

pianist in Saskatoon.  

 In my later high-school years I woke up with a song in my head that I had never 

heard before. Excitedly, I wrote it down and took my first steps down the path of 

songwriting. Finding a lack of opportunity where I grew up to share the songs I had 

                                                
1 The Watrous Music Festival is classical competitive festival. An adjudicator grades 
musicians and selects the winners based on technical performance and musicianship.  
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written, I organized a large concert that doubled as a fundraiser for Telemiracle.2 I 

invited students to participate via articles in the school newsletter, and daily 

announcements. Many of the student performers were not known as musicians, let alone 

songwriters, and surprised the audience with their hidden talents.  

 The concert was a foil to the classically-based Watrous Music Festival and 

focused on popular and original music. The event ran for five consecutive years and was 

passed on to other high school students to organize after I moved away. It was at this 

time I learnt the immense value music has in a community and in an individual’s life, 

along with the importance of having diverse musical outlets in a community.  

 Next, I decided to pursue music composition at Simon Fraser University. Their 

fine arts program introduced me to the tenets of contemporary music, such as free 

improvisation, graphic scores, verbal scores, and interdisciplinary collaboration. I recall 

leaving one of my first classes annoyed that, through no fault of their own, nobody had 

introduced me to this type of music earlier.  

 Upon completion of my degree in 2014 my wife and I moved to Regina, so she 

could pursue a degree in journalism. Around this time the suicide crisis facing Canada’s 

northern communities was gaining more prominence in the news (Markewich). These 

stories resonated with me. I knew music had helped me through my personal challenges 

and I believed it could help others too (First Nations Information 92). I imagined a space 

founded on music improvisation and creative practices where people can express 

themselves with their own voices, rather than through the voice of another composer. I 

                                                
2 Telemiracle is an annual telethon in Saskatchewan that raises money to help people 
with medical needs such as treatment and equipment. Independent events, such as the 
concert I produced, are held throughout the province to raise money that is then donated 
to Telemiracle.  
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was overwhelmed by the complexity of the issue – systemic racism (Mullings 101), 

intergenerational trauma from residential schools (First Nations Information 4), 

oppressive government policies (Callahan 196; Hunter 184-185) and lack of political 

motivation (Sinclair) to name a few factors. I was also aware of my own ignorance and 

understood the presumption of a white settler trying to save northern communities 

(Staubhaar 382). Fearing failure, I chose to do nothing. Instead, I poured my energies 

into composing and teaching to the point of burn out. I recognized I needed to change 

something about my practice and turned to university and graduate studies to learn more 

about how to help people through music.  

 I believed that music has the power to dramatically impact people’s lives – help 

them develop confidence, discover their voice, and listen to one another. With this in 

mind, I formulated an admittedly naïve image of at-risk youth as in need of help and saw 

the utopian space of creative music making as the answer – in hindsight I did not even 

know the question. I began by researching like-minded thinkers.  

1.3 Social Impact and Theory 

 Play it Loud is related to community-music practices. I attempted to work with 

the participants in a co-creative relationship, be inclusive to cultural and individual 

differences, challenge hierarchies, and honour local knowledge (Dove et al; Cohen-

Cruz). Framing it within the field of social work, rather than community-art, brought a 

different set of strengths with social work’s interdisciplinary approach to care (an array 

of therapeutic approaches, physical and emotional health, and advocacy). While the 

group work was focused on making music, the question driving the project was how 

music making, combined with radical pedagogies grounded in relationality and 
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Indigenous methods can help people heal and grow alongside other therapeutic 

processes. 

 The theoretical foundation of Play it Loud is built around relations: respecting the 

knowledge of lived experience, enacting personal histories, and celebrating difference. 

The ideas of Fischlin (2013), Freire (1971, 2004), and Glissant (1997), along with the 

concept of two-eyed seeing (Bartlett; Iwama), were used to create an environment where 

participants were able to be themselves, take risks, and make discoveries. Two-eyed 

seeing “refers to learning to see from one eye with the strengths of Indigenous 

knowledges and ways of knowing, and from the other eye with the strengths of Western 

knowledges and ways of knowing, and to using both these eyes together, for the benefit 

of all” (Bartlett 335). In order to create an environment where different worldviews can 

coexist and youth in care can express themselves, hierarchical and oppressive structures 

need to be challenged and the participants’ knowledge gained from their personal 

experiences must be validated. In practice, music improvisation is an ideal way to 

achieve this. 

 Fischlin theorizes that music improvisation enacts human rights and understands 

it as an encounter of difference (61). He writes,  

“Improvisation synthesizes individual and collective (sonic) histories 
framed as an encounter narrative in which play is a crucial form of 
engaging in encounter. In this sense, improvisation is a form of problem-
solving and of cocreative play. It is also a form of expression in which 
freedom of speech and of conception are at stake precisely because it 
deploys powerful means to undermine and challenge conventions and 
normative, prescriptive, and restrictive ideologies” (90).  
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For Fischlin, improvised music creates a space to challenge the status quo and examine 

how communities with opposing worldviews might come together in a dialogue where 

differences thrive (196). 

 Dialogue is central to both Fischlin’s conception of improvisation and Freire’s 

pedagogy. Freire proposes a pedagogical approach where students and teachers use 

dialogue to learn from one another. He posits that dialogue validates the local knowledge 

of students (Hope 19), creating a reciprocal model of pedagogy where teachers learn 

from students and vice versa, shifting the power dynamic of traditional teacher/student 

relationships (Oppressed 64, 68). Dialogue and musical improvisation foster healthy 

communities, the empowerment of marginalized groups, and provide models for 

communities that are centered on equality (Fischlin 198; Freire, “Hope” 90). 

 Through the dialogue of music improvisation, musicians “[play] who they are” 

(Willox 128), which means that during an improvisation the history and lived 

experiences of the players are present in the music they are making. When multiple 

people improvise together, their histories are listened to and acknowledged with a deep 

social obligation to one another (Fischlin 198). The music is a representation of the 

cultural multiplicity in the room – roots of a dense forest winding around, grinding 

against one another, sharing space and creating new pathways like Deleuze’s rhizome. I 

consider the music made in an improvisation to be the sonic embodiment of Glissant’s 

theory of relation. 

 Glissant’s theory examines what happens when two different cultures meet for 

the first time. Throughout his book, Theory of Relations, he advocates for the celebration 

of difference and the challenge of sharing space while allowing each culture to develop 
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in its own way. Cultures will certainly influence one another, but one does not destroy 

the other (Glissant 32). Glissant’s theory is similar to two-eyed seeing, where Indigenous 

and Western worldviews are incorporated equally (Iwama 3).  

 I see parallels between the notion of two-eyed seeing and Glissant’s theory of 

relations. Glissant’s relation seeks to understand how multiple cultures can co-exist, and 

acknowledges the need to accept, though not necessarily adopt, differences. The first 

step is to acknowledge that “[Western] knowledges and educational approaches are the 

product of decades of diligent efforts to scrub spirituality and religion out of ways of 

knowing” (Bartlett 332). The two views can grind against one another, but their strengths 

can also complement each other. 

 Due to the representation of Indigenous youth in care, I believe a two-eyed seeing 

approach was the best way to honour the participant’s histories. Indigenous youth are 

over-represented in child welfare systems across Canada, perpetuating “the historic 

pattern of removal of children from their homes” (Aboriginal Children in Care Working 

Group 3). The demographic of the participants in this project was representative of the 

larger issue, with most of them identifying as First Nation or Métis. I did not have the 

knowledge to incorporate an Indigenous perspective and decided an Indigenous co-

facilitator would be needed to fully realize the two-eyed approach. I invited Russell 

Paskimen, an Aboriginal Advocate with Regina Public Schools and a pow-wow 

drummer, singer, and dancer, to bring his musical, cultural, and spiritual practice into the 

space.  
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1.4 Two Worldviews 

 Russell and I met through a community arts project in November of 2017 and 

created music together, but we had never worked as co-facilitators of an art project prior 

to Play it Loud. We navigated this new relationship throughout the project, confronting 

many questions about how to respect the needs of each participant, each other’s cultures, 

and how to help guide participants through the process. Russell’s ability to speak to the 

spirituality of his beliefs was inspiring because such a discourse does not come naturally 

to me. While I believe music making to be a spiritual activity it was not taught to me in 

such a way.  

 In the western music-making tradition music is often discussed as self-

expression, or that it comes from within (Willox 121; Smilde 309; Borgo 65). A piece is 

attributed to a composer, an improvisation is attributed to the player, and in both cases 

the music is an expression of the individual. Russell explains music as a gift given to us 

from the spirits of our ancestors and the creator. Von Rosen notes the difference between 

the way ethnomusicologists write about music and the way her friend, Maggie, speaks 

about music:  

“[T]he way [Maggie] talks about music is in stark contrast to the way that 
ethnomusicologists have traditionally tried to study it. For example, 
scholars are usually concerned with establishing boundaries or categories 
that classify musics… Maggie’s approach, on the other hand, was 
inclusive, and boundaries that concern Western academics represented no 
significant meanings for her. Getting the drum to sound again, finding 
songs and singing them for the Creator, making sure that the next 
generation has songs to sing—those are the issues and focus” (55). 

 
The two conceptualizations of music-making could not be more different – one from 

within (the self and ego), and the other connecting generations and a higher power 

(relational and with humility).  
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 Western music is not devoid of spirituality. For instance, the prolific Baroque 

composer Johann Sebastian Bach was a cantor for a Lutheran church in Leipzig, 

composing many hymns and pieces for the church. I learnt this fact while studying 

western music, but how his faith informed his music was not taught or discussed. 

Similarly, the music of Arvo Pärt is deeply spiritual (Hilarion 37), but my education 

focused on his compositional techniques and omitted a deeper understanding of his 

spiritual practice. Some musicians in the western tradition use music as part of their 

spiritual practice, but spirituality is not part of the education of musicians. 

 The western view is in stark contrast to an Indigenous view that treats music 

making as a gift, rather than an expression of the self (Paskimen;). As an example, in her 

dissertation on Native Classical music, Dawn Avery, a cellist and composer of 

Mowhawk decent, writes about composer Joanne Shenandoah’s piece coming to her in a 

vision and that the composition, “has a universal source that she cannot take entire credit 

for” (Avery, 149). Understanding music improvisation as enacting a person’s histories 

brings the two philosophies in closer relation. I believe the personal histories that 

individuals carry in an improvisation are influenced by past generations, connecting the 

past to the present through a succession of events. I liken it to the butterfly effect.  

 Coined by Edward Lorenz, the butterfly effect asks if, through a series of 

miniscule causal events, the flapping wings of a butterfly in Brazil can cause a tornado in 

Texas (Lorenz 261). For me, the people and events that lead an individual to any 

moment in time can hypothetically, though not plausibly, be traced back through 

millennia – a chaotic web of cause and effect stretching back and connecting one 

moment to the next, to the next, and so on.   
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 It is not plausible to track the entire sequence of events, but some connections are 

knowable. I will use myself as an example. The way I improvise is influenced, among 

other things, by the music I practiced and listened to growing up, which in turn was 

influenced by my family – I listened to rock and jazz since my father listened to bands 

like Boston and Rush and my mother listened to artists like Diana Krall and Natalie 

Cole. My parents’ experience with music was strongly influenced by their parents – my 

grandparents on both sides all played instruments throughout their lives and in turn my 

parents have played music throughout their lives. Does my parents’ love of music come 

directly from their parents? It is impossible to know for certain, but it is undoubtedly one 

influence amongst many. The music I make is connected to my ancestors through the 

decisions I have made in my life, as influenced by the decisions my parents have made in 

their lives, and so on through generations. I am connected to my ancestors through a web 

of chaotic cause and effect, which, for me, has spiritual overtones.  

 The two conceptualizations – music from within and music from above – are in 

conversation, and there is room for both. In one, the spirits of ancestors give music as a 

gift, in the other the music is connected through a sequence of events. In both, the deep 

histories are present in the music. When this happens in an ideal group improvisation 

those histories are listened to and respected. This respect extends beyond music making. 

 Respecting the deep histories of the participants and facilitators necessitates 

acknowledging that other ways of knowing exist outside of academic conceptualizations 

of knowledge, including spiritual practices. Spirituality became an increasingly 

important component to the project. Bringing spiritual language into the academic 
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discourse has challenges, and some people, such as Iwama (2009), caution using such an 

approach for research:  

“Research is most often not a practice of integrating spirituality and 
scholarship, and researchers who would attempt the task may yet lack the 
tools and methods for it… [G]reat caution is required when engaging the 
scientific method and other Western knowledge traditions with Indigenous 
spirituality… [The] capacity of Western methods alone to explain the 
spiritual aspects of ontology is less equivocal: there is no explanation… 
At times, the present narrative can only gesture in the direction of the 
spiritual.” (Iwama 8) 
 

 I do not seek to prove or disprove the spiritual beliefs of others or myself, rather, 

I accept that there are other ways of perceiving the world. Not all people believe in the 

Creator or a higher power, but one does not need to share the same beliefs to respect 

them. Acceptance is a key aspect of improvisation, and acceptance of different ways of 

being is part of that. Accepting different spiritualities, whether that belief is shared or 

not, validates the lived experience of others, which is important in a world dominated by 

Western culture and beliefs. Debating spiritual truths is irrelevant to this study, what 

matters is that the youth involved in the project saw that their knowledge, experience, 

and beliefs were meaningful.  

 The following chapters outline the theories that guide Play it Loud, the 

methodologies, and a description of what I did in my research and the creative activities 

of the weekly sessions. Note that I use “they” as a both a plural and singular pronoun to 

maintain gender-neutrality, and I have not included an analysis of the recordings; they 

exist as their own form of knowledge. The outcomes of the project will also be 

discussed, although the full extent of the impact of the project on the people involved is 

difficult to judge at this time. Like raindrops on water, I cannot predict how the ripples 

will travel. What I do know is that the young people shone while they played; they 
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smiled, laughed, listened, stumbled, and shared a piece of themselves with all of those 

who have heard their music. The experience will resonate within those involved for a 

long time to come. 
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CHAPTER 2: Theory 

 Glissant’s theory of relation, Freire’s pedagogical theory, and Fischlin’s theory of 

improvisation are the corner stones of the theoretical approach I have used. As I will 

discuss below, Glissant challenges binary thinking by applying Deleuze and Guattari’s 

rhizomatic thinking to intercultural dialogue. Fischlin writes about improvisation as 

cultural dialogue and enacting human rights, while Freire’s pedagogy uses dialogue to 

shift hierarchical relationships between teacher and student and challenge the system of 

oppression in which the students are entrenched. All three writers encourage reciprocal 

relationships, respect the knowledge of lived experience, and value living in difference. 

Their aim is to promote social health: healing communities and empowering individuals.  

2.1 Glissant’s Relation 

 Glissant’s theory of relation is an extension of Deleuze and Guattari’s writings on 

rhizomatic thinking. Rhizomatic thinking is based on two different types of root systems: 

one is a singular, deep-set root and the other is a rhizome – a web of interweaving roots. 

The singular, totalitarian root grows deep and kills any other roots approaching it, while 

the other allows the roots from different plants to entwine and coexist in the same space 

(Glissant 11). For example, the current trend of Nationalism stems from the totalitarian 

root: policies such as Britain exiting the European Union and the strengthening of the 

United States’ border. Other stems of the totalitarian root include policies of assimilation 

and the dominance of a single language.  

 The alternative is a rhizomatic root. Glissant describes the rhizome as “an 

enmeshed root system, a network spreading either in the ground or in the air, with no 

predatory rootstock taking over permanently” (11). Glissant’s rhizome is not a 
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patchwork of separate cultures (i.e. multiculturalism); it is about living in difference – a 

tapestry of cultures as opposed to a patchwork. A community living in a rhizome means 

all cultures within it can thrive within the same space, but it is not without its challenges. 

 In a rhizomatic system differences clash against one another – tensions and 

different ways of being grind against one another in the same space. It is a challenging 

system to maintain with disagreements and compromises. Inevitably, the differences will 

influence changes in both cultures (138). Alternatively, in a tubular root system one 

culture will attempt to destroy the paths of the other, quashing any differences and 

forcing its own way of being into the space. In both circumstances each group is changed 

from the first meeting. In the latter, a hierarchical power dynamic emerges that forces the 

destruction and disempowerment of the other. The dominant culture gains power and 

reinforces cultural dogma, amplifying its ideology. But, when the roots entangle into a 

rhizome a more horizontal power relation is established between cultures where both 

adapt and coexist.  

 I argue that the core difference between the two possibilities is binary thinking: 

the tubular root system is founded on the object-subject dichotomy. The totalitarian root 

(i.e. the dominant culture) holds onto the duality of the object-subject relation and fails to 

see itself in the other, leading to dehumanizing policies (Smith 26, 48-49). Rhizomatic 

thinking, on the other hand, forces a more complex relationship built on empathy – 

recognizing oneself in another. 

 Root-Bernstein explains empathy as a shift from objectivity to subjectivity, to 

“perceive the world through someone else’s mind and body” (186). Empathy requires 

respect for and understanding of another. Encyclopedia Brittanica defines it as “the 
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ability to imagine oneself in another’s place and understand the other’s feelings, desires, 

ideas, and actions.” However, some philosophers believe taking empathy at face value 

can reinforce the subject-object binary. Heidegger views empathy as a “surrogate of a 

more fulfilled form of mutual understanding” that is only needed because “we usually 

live among one another in a mode of reciprocal indifference and concealment” 

(Ferenscz-Flatz, 481). For Heidegger, empathy is a way to try to understand another 

without a deep commitment. This type of empathy, without recognizing one’s self in the 

other, is hollow and there is no real acknowledgement of mutual humanity. However, the 

shallow empathy criticized by Heidegger can lead to greater depths. To “look through 

another’s eyes” means one must see oneself as the object, inverting the subject-object 

relationship. With a new perspective the subject recognizes him or herself as the object 

through the eyes of the other, and in doing so understands the other as a subject, creating 

a new relation of object to object, and subject to subject. Rhizomatic thinking requires 

viewing oneself as both subject and object, because otherwise the “us” and “them” 

binary is reinforced, and a vertical hierarchy is inevitable, rather than a reciprocal 

relationship. I find empathy to be a valuable first step towards a deeper acceptance of 

others.  

 Glissant’s rhizome promotes acceptance by presenting an alternative way of 

thinking that values local knowledge and uses dialogue to understand one another. 

Dialogue is key, and a large part of his theory lies in communicating between different 

languages, rather than deferring to a dominant language. Since languages are opaque, 

maintaining the diversity of spoken languages forces people to engage in a challenging 

dialogue that works through differences (145-146). 
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 Scientifically speaking, an opaque object does not let light pass through it. For 

Glissant, opacity means not allowing one culture to pass through another. The opacities 

are the differences, such as languages, and when these collide, a web of effects resonate 

through both cultures. It is like when tectonic plates collide. Earthquakes, volcanoes, and 

the formation of mountains burst forth and create new weather patterns and geological 

formations. The impact has far reaching consequences that affect the entire planet.  

 Cultures act the same way with one another, but the collisions can lead to 

reciprocal relations from new understandings carried through language. Glissant appeals 

to keeping languages alive: “the extinction of any language at all impoverishes 

everyone” (Glissant, 95).  Language forms thoughts and, therefore, a way of thinking. 

When someone learns to speak the way others speak they adopt a new way of thinking, 

and when speaking it back they honour the local knowledge.  

2.2 Speaking with Music 

 I see music, especially music improvisation, as one way different languages can 

be spoken, understood, and reciprocated simultaneously. As a mode of expression, music 

communicates ideas and feelings with nuance not possible in spoken languages. When 

improvising with a group a musician is engaging in a conversation: they are 

communicating with each other and expressing themselves (Small, 10). Similar to verbal 

conversation, one listens and responds to the other, but with music improvisation this 

reciprocation happens simultaneously with expressing oneself. 

  Languages change through time and from encounters with other ways of 

speaking. One’s musical language is no different. Anecdotally, the development of my 

musical language began with breaking down walls and broadening my conception of 
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music. My early improvisations were rooted in the language of jazz. Through 

experience, I have developed an adaptable musical language, enabling me to work with 

those around me more responsively. For the young people involved in Play it Loud, their 

experience with music prior to their participation was mostly centered on listening to 

music, though some of them had limited experiences with music-making. Focusing on 

creative practice and improvisation enabled them to develop their own musical language 

through experimentation and discovery rather than being told what their musical 

language should be. Some of the participants discovered their musical language to be 

similar to what is heard in popular music, while others found a less traditional language 

creating more sound-based music.3 

 An individual develops a way of playing through their unique experiences both 

playing and listening to music. Smilde writes that, “when improvising, musicians bring 

previously learned material together, combining motor, cognitive and knowledge-based 

skills… It relates to expressivity, musical communication and conversation, to social 

learning and ownership” (314-315). An improvisation is a reflection of a person’s 

culture, history, and identity. As such, a musical improvisation is a unique mode of 

communication specific to each particular player.  

 This means that musicians are listening to, internalizing, and responding to one 

another’s unique musical language – their unique way of communicating with music – 

when improvising in a group. As such, the sounds are a reflection of the individuals and 

their deep histories, and as these sounds overlap they become a representation of the 

                                                
3 Some of the participants used popular songs as a basis for their compositions, while 
others worked with shaping the different sounds they could create with the instruments. 
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dialogue occurring between those histories. I argue the music made in an improvisation 

is a sonic embodiment of the rhizome.  

2.3 Improvisation  

 Mark Finch describes improvisation in its most basic form as, “the acts of 

listening to sounds and silences and responding with (or without) sound” (par. 46). At its 

highest level, the listening an improviser does is deep and personal, simultaneously 

honouring what is being heard from others and the sound/music that springs forth from 

oneself. Fischlin describes listening as a social commitment: “The ability to listen 

deeply, critically, attentively, creatively, curiously, and intensively to the others around 

you is a profoundly sensitive register of a broader set of commitments to social 

responsibility and cooperation” (196). There is an acceptance of the other players’ music, 

an internalizing of it, followed by a response influenced by what is being heard and the 

past experiences of the player – it is personal and relational. This relational way of 

playing is ideal, and when that ideal is met improvising is an act of compassion. Players 

not only empathize with others by deeply listening to what they hear, they also act on it.  

 The acceptance of other ways of playing, as described above, leads to the 

acceptance of other conceptualizations of music in general. Project co-facilitator, 

Russell, describes music-making as a gift from the Creator and the spirits of our 

ancestors. Avery adds to this writing, “[n]ative songs learned in dreams, given to an 

individual by the spirits are then given to the community and are rarely associated with 

the person who brought it to them” (114). Music making is deeply spiritual and 

complicates the idea of improvisation as self-expression.  
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 However, Fischlin’s conceptualization of improvisation is not devoid of 

spirituality. For Fischlin, improvisation is not strictly about communication and 

expression. It is a spiritual action that is founded on respect for life and the connection of 

all things: 

 “Free music… tends toward a spiritual recognition and respect for life at a 
level that gets beyond conventional notion of musical form and 
conventional notions of the limitations associated with that form. Such an 
idea is profoundly tied to rights discourses that argue from a basic respect 
for the dignity of all life and for the spiritual connectedness of all things 
that provides the grounds for meaningful and full ethical engagement with 
the world” (Fischlin 124) 
 

Accepting the spiritual connectedness of all things ensures an improvisation will be 

based on empathy and respect for one another, ultimately enacting human rights: 

 “[Improvisation] is wholly consistent with rights discourses that balance 
the need to respect independent cultural identities and the specific histories 
from which they have emerged…. [I]mprovisation figures as an 
intercultural bridge, whose universalist, co-creative potential makes it 
useful” (Fischlin 106).  
 

At its best, improvised music creates space for Russell’s, Fischlin’s, and other 

conceptualizations of music and the world to coexist, and in turn people can learn from 

one another. 

2.4 Pedagogy 

 In improvisation, people do not necessarily learn from the teacher. They learn 

from their own experience and observations (Borgo 62). Rather than the traditional 

teacher and student relation, which can be rife with hierarchical power relations, 

improvisation can help establish a more reciprocal teaching relationship (Lange 6). It is 

similar to Freire’s pedagogical approach, which uses dialogue to create a reciprocal 

relation between teacher and student rather than a hierarchical relationship of knowledge 
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transfer. Through dialogue both teacher and student share knowledge with one another. 

As Freire puts it, “liberating education consists in acts of cognition, not transferrals of 

information” (Pedagogy of Hope 67). Through reciprocal dialogue, the approach 

recognizes students as knowledge keepers and teachers as lacking knowledge, similar to 

the way empathy shifts the object-subject binary.  

 In order to establish the reciprocal relation, the teacher:  

“[P]resents the material to the students for their consideration and re-considers 
his earlier considerations as the students express their own. The role of the 
problem-posing educator is to create, together with the students, the conditions 
under which knowledge at the [surface level] is superseded by true knowledge, at 
the [critical level]” (Freire, “Pedagogy of the Oppressed” 68). 

 
In turn, the students are able express the new knowledge in their own words and 

language, creating a stronger and deeper understanding of the knowledge. 

 Utilizing the spoken language of those present is an essential part of accepting 

local knowledge and empowering individuals within society.  

“Here is one of the tasks of… a pedagogy of hope: that of enabling the 
popular classes to develop their language… which, emerging from and 
returning upon their reality, sketches out the conjectures, the designs, the 
anticipations of their new world. Here is one of the central questions of 
popular education – that of language as a route to the invention of 
citizenship” (Freire, “Pedagogy of Hope” 30). 

 
Similarly, music improvisation allows musicians to use their own musical language, and 

for beginners it enables them to discover and develop their musical language.  

 When people improvise they use the musical language they are familiar with such 

as a style, a type of tuning, or a way of sounding an instrument. Along with an 

individual’s musical language, an improvisation carries the personal histories of the 

improvisers and the spirit of their ancestors. A solo improvisation is a rhizome 

expressing a complex history filtered through one person’s being. When multiple 
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improvisers play together their histories and languages meet as soundwaves, 

harmonizing with one another.    
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CHAPTER 3: Methods 

 The methodologies I used are primarily ethnographic (Harrison; Campbell), arts-

based (Dove; Boydell; Leavy) and incorporate elements of Indigenous methodologies 

(Chilisa; Wilson). The pedagogical methods were music-based, including free and 

structured music improvisation, listening, and contemporary compositional practices, 

culminating in an original composition created by each participant (Appendix A). The 

research methods relied on ethnographic practices of observation, journaling, and 

interviews. The Indigenous methods were woven through the research and pedagogical 

methods and included smudging, prayer, oral teachings, land-based teachings, and 

drumming.  

3.1 Research Methods 

3.1.1 Ethnography Practices 

 Harrison describes ethnography as a specific approach to research that “involves 

studying, describing, and theorizing… a culture or social world... [It] references both a 

research and an inscription practice” (5). Additionally, Campbell writes that ethnography 

is personal, collaborative, interpretive, creative, and “mostly art… [in the sense that it 

can] connect us with each other, with our communities, and ultimately, with broader 

understandings about what it means to be human in all of our complexities” (4-8). My 

research was influenced by ethnography in that it seeks to understand the experience of a 

group of people through participation, observation, taking fieldnotes, conducting 

interviews, and conveying that experience in writing.  

 Within the ethnographic tradition are three main tools: participant-observation, 

where the researcher is both an active participant and an observer within a community or 
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group of people, writing fieldnotes – the researcher’s primary mode of documenting 

observations, and conducting interviews (Harrison 20-25). The discoveries from these 

tools “reflect back upon the self, which then feed back into research, and so on” (Woods 

1), making the researcher a subjective participant in the research. Campbell emphasizes 

the need for subjectivity in ethnographic practice and questions any attempt at objectivity 

(5). She writes: 

“[E]thnography develops out of an unambiguous consideration of one’s 
own experiences, positions, and subjectivities as they meet the 
experiences, positions, and subjectivities of others. In this way, 
ethnographic practice is a relationship-based intersubjective practice that 
demands honest and rigorous appraisals of our own assumptions and 
ethnocentrisms as we learn about those of our ethnographic collaborators 
through co-experience and shared dialogue” (4). 
 

For Campbell, ethnography is about relations, and as such, the researcher’s perspective 

cannot be omitted. This is not a failure of ethnography but rather its strength; it enables 

the researchers and participants to learn from one another. Campbell writes that, 

“[L]earning from and with each other can be… one of the most important things we do 

as ethnographers; it can be (and often is) much more significant than any field method 

we might acquire or any monograph we may write” (6-7). The complexities of relations 

is the theoretical underpinning of the Play it Loud project, making ethnology the most 

suitable methodology. 

3.1.2 Participant-observation and Fieldnotes 

 As an active participant and researcher, I simultaneously participated, led, and 

observed our sessions alongside co-facilitator Russell Paskimen. Campbell describes 

participant-observation as “a simultaneous process that oscillates between varying 

degrees of participation and observation” (20). Being an active participant within the 
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research provides valuable insight from both “an insider’s (participant) and outsider’s 

(observer) perspective” (20).  Alongside observations, sessions were audio-recorded, as 

were conversations I had with Russell following the sessions.  

 My system for fieldnote taking consisted of recording my conversations with 

Russell while packing up following a session, verbally describing and recording my 

experience and observations of the session and observations about each participant’s 

journey that session, then in the following days reviewing the audio-recordings and 

describing the sessions in greater detail, and transcribing my post-session recordings. My 

descriptions included details about the music made, any emotional responses noticed in 

the participants or me, criticisms of my facilitation, and ideas for the next session. 

3.1.3 Semi-structured Interviews 

 Campbell describes ethnographic interviews on a “continuum between highly 

structured and unstructured.” The interviews were semi-structured using similar 

questions for each participant while engaging in a fluid conversation (Rubin 12). The 

questions focused on their experience and what they would change about it if they were 

to do it again. The flexibility of the conversational approach gave the participants and 

front-line staff the opportunity to ask me questions as well.  

 I conducted interviews following the completion of the artistic component of the 

project to complement my observations and understand the participants’ experience in 

their own words. Interviews were held following the project rather than at the onset to 

enable trust to develop between the participants and me. Campbell supports doing 

interviews following fieldwork since it is “presumed that a level of familiarity between 

researcher and researched, and perhaps even mutual respect, leads to better research 
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collaborations” (25). The interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed, and analyzed to 

discover themes and commonalities. Transcriptions of participant interviews were sent to 

the house caseworker for the participants to review, but they did not send any edits back. 

I also interviewed staff members and the house caseworker to understand their 

perspectives and discern what impact the project had outside our sessions.  

 Interviews were held at the residence, and I invited some of participants to say a 

prayer before the interview to continue the spiritual relationship of the sessions into the 

interviewing process (Wilson 74) for those I knew to be receptive to it. I invited one 

participant to say a prayer based on our previous conversations, and they did. Another 

participant I interviewed had never expressed interest in the spiritual components of the 

project, I did not ask them to say a prayer because I did not want to make them 

uncomfortable. I was unsure how the third participant would react, and they seemed 

uncomfortable. I did not want to coerce them into it so we quickly moved on. 

 The interview with the house caseworker enabled me to gain further insight into 

the backgrounds of the participants and learn how the project complemented the 

therapeutic processes used at the Ranch Ehrlo residence. At the onset of the project the 

house caseworker and I discussed how the project would be beneficial to the participants, 

but we did not go into detail about the type of therapy used at the residence or specific 

diagnoses of the participants, save for tendencies towards invasive or inappropriate 

behaviors. It was in this later conversation that I learnt of the complex challenges facing 

the participants, which gave me better insight into the project’s impacts. This interview 

also gave me a better understanding of the challenges I dealt with as a facilitator.  
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3.2 Pedagogical Methods 

3.2.1 Responsiveness 

 Leavy suggests the ideas found in musical improvisation inform qualitative 

research since “an openness, flexibility, and malleability on the part of the researcher is 

central to knowledge-building and dealing with the unpredictable elements of 

ethnographic field sites as well as the fluid nature of open-ended interviews” (103). In 

this way, improvisation provided a framework for the ethnographic process and in turn 

enabled a responsive design. 

 Russell and I continually adjusted our style of facilitation and our plans for future 

sessions based on our conversations following each session. During these conversations 

we often spoke about behavior, participation, power dynamics, emotional responses, and 

general enjoyment of the participants. We wanted the participants to enjoy their time 

playing music and ensure it was a positive experience for them. Power and behavior 

greatly affected each session in both positive and negative ways, and we continually had 

questions about how to manage behavior while encouraging self-expression and musical 

exploration, and how to navigate the power dynamic that arose between staff members, 

participants, and ourselves.  

 For example, early sessions felt chaotic: participants were talking during 

activities, playing between activities, and continually asking to change instruments. 

Russell and I decided to implement a new structure delineating times for playing and 

times for conversation. This caused the focus of the project to shift from playing music 

to behavior management, which was in contradiction to the values of the project – lateral 

power relations, acceptance, and creative expression.  
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 In response, Russell and I used a different strategy in following sessions to allow 

for more fluidity between experimentation, group playing, discussion, and general 

conversation: when either Russell or I were leading an activity and noticed too much 

disruption we raised our hand to indicate to the group to quiet down before proceeding. 

This was the most effective strategy. Immediately silencing disruptive behavior was 

often more disruptive than the behavior itself, and by allowing a level of distraction 

participants were able to behave naturally without continual suppression from others. 

The positive outcomes of these challenges was that Russell and I grew as facilitators and 

it gave us the opportunity to talk with the participants about community-building within 

music making and led us to conversations about respectful musicianship from a spiritual 

perspective. 

 We used a semi-structured design for our sessions as well. We often had one or 

two ideas for activities to start with and directed the rest of the session in response to the 

participants’ engagement. This process is similar to David Dove’s pedagogical 

methodology at Nameless Sound, a community-engaged music education organization in 

Houston: 

“In a performance, the improvising musician may predetermine her or his 
first sound or gesture. But any actions beyond that cannot be strictly 
planned… Similarly in a workshop, a facilitator may prepare an initial 
exercise, piece, game, or question. But the exercises (pieces, games, etc.) 
that follow should only be offered after listening to and observing the 
participants, responding to their responses, and being sensitive to their 
presence and contributions to the session” (Dove 186-187). 
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3.2.2 Improvisation 

 Improvisation grounded the activities/exercises of each session (Dove; Root-

Bernstein). I brought a selection of instruments that the participants were able to play but 

did not give technical instruction on how to play the instrument at first. Instead, I asked 

participants to explore what sounds they could make with the instrument. Participants 

then used their discoveries in improvisations. I implemented various constraints and 

levels of structure to guide the participants in their exploration of music-making (Cage; 

Cardew; Clark; Duncan; Oliveros; Schafer). 

 Constraints guided improvisations through different aspects of music-making 

such as rhythm, dynamics (volume), note duration, listening, and form. Within those 

constraints, participants were able to make other choices. For example, if the constraint 

was to play long tones in an improvisation then all other musical decisions were left to 

the participants, such as pitch, timbre (quality), amplitude, or how often to play. Other 

times a structure was asked for, such as beginning quietly and ending loudly. 

 I planned out specific goals for each session. These goals included developing 

control over the instruments, playing with a beat, listening, and creating musical forms. 

Russell and I often used a predetermined starting exercise of my own design. We then 

improvisationally created new exercises based on how the participants engaged with the 

initial activity, the challenges they encountered, or aesthetics.  

 Participants were also encouraged to create structures and constraints of their 

own. As an example, during a session focused on rhythm, one participant created an 

activity where a leader plays a rhythm and another player copies it. Then the leader plays 
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a new rhythm for another person to copy and continues in that way until everybody is 

playing a unique rhythm, creating an intricate polyrhythm.4  

 There were times when I utilized less structured improvisation as well. An 

example of this is when the entrance of each musician is premeditated, such as coming in 

one at a time or everybody beginning simultaneously, and the rest is improvised. Less 

structured improvisation saw participants listening to one another and supporting what 

others were playing.  

3.2.3 Technique 

 We began the project without teaching techniques for playing the instruments in 

order to promote creativity and experimentation. In later sessions I demonstrated 

traditional and extended techniques of playing each instrument when participants asked 

for help and again before they began composing in the fifth session. I included extended 

techniques in the demonstrations to show that there is no right or wrong way to play the 

instrument and maintain the explorative mindset while sharing the knowledge being 

sought by the participants. Treating the participants as composers, these demonstrations 

enabled them to incorporate instruments into their composition without having 

experience playing them.  

 Russell and I also showed techniques to honour the cultural and spiritual practice 

of each instrument. This was particularly important to do for the hand-drums provided by 

Russell. He explained to us how each drum is sacred; each has its own spirit and makes a 

unique sound that calls down the spirits of our ancestors. Each drum needs to be treated 

with the same respect shown to grandparents, and there are ways of playing the 

                                                
4 We tried playing this in our third week. In practice this was quite complicated for 
beginners and would need to be practiced. 
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instrument that are inappropriate. The drum is never hit, meaning the mallet is not to be 

held with a fist or struck violently. Similarly, only certain types of mallets are to be used, 

and playing too loudly or aggressively is discouraged. These rules are made out of 

respect for the spirit of the drum (Paskimen).  

3.2.4 Spirituality 

 Some people, like Russell, believe music is given to us from the Creator, making 

it as much a spiritual activity as an expressive one. Spiritualism was central to the 

Indigenous methods used in the project. An Elder attended the first session. He said a 

prayer and shared a story about the healing power of music for both individuals and 

community. Russell and I also agreed to include smudging in the sessions.  

 Our smudging ceremony included the burning of sacred herbs, a spoken prayer, 

and the passing of the burning herbs around the circle from individual to individual. If an 

individual wanted to partake in the ceremony, they wafted the smoke around their whole 

body before passing it on. If an individual did not want to partake, they passed the 

burning herbs to the next person. One person did not smudge and passed it along, which 

is an acceptable form of participation. Russell led the smudge with a prayer. 

 “There is always the opportunity to opt out of participating in the smudging 

ceremony, it is not forced on anyone” (Paskimen). However, the healing power of the 

smudge will touch everyone in the room, whether they participate or not (Paskimen). As 

the smoke drifts throughout the room the whole space is transformed along with the 

people it touches: good energy is brought in, tension is released, and the negative things 

people bring into the space are sent away (Paskimen).  
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 The smudging and opening ceremonies were not the only times spirituality was 

included in the project. Some of the activities I developed were designed to encourage 

mindfulness and were more spiritual in nature. One such method was a guided journey of 

my own design through the memory of a meaningful place. I asked participants to 

imagine they were in the place they are most comfortable, where they feel most at home. 

It could be a place they have been to or an imagined place. Once the place was clear in 

their mind I asked them to imagine the sound of that place and listen to it. Another 

activity was a listening activity where we went outside and listened to the sounds of the 

world for a short time (Westerkamp, 49). I designed these activities to connect 

participants with their past, the land, and hold reverence for the world and our histories. 

3.2.5 Composition 

 Indigenous music is traditionally passed down orally and continually practiced in 

order to remember the songs (Paskimen). Browner writes that, “most pow-wow singers 

cannot read music, and even when they do, they refuse to learn new repertoire through 

that medium” (214). Furthermore, new pow-wow songs are “credited to the drum as a 

whole rather than an individual (Browner 215). While contemporary Western 

compositional practices put music to paper in different forms such as graphics, textual 

instructions, or traditional notation, contemporary Native American composers, such as 

Raven Chacon, live between worlds, challenging “conventions of notation and 

instrumentation” (Avery, Tékeni, 144). This project lived between worlds as well and the 

participants invented different compositional methods that reflected the practices I used 

throughout the project, including experimenting and memorizing, text-based instructions, 
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and free improvisation. They designed their compositional methods independently with 

occasional questions and suggestions from Russell and me. 

 One participant created a system based on composing sentences like a Mad Lib,5 

where the composer spontaneously chose an ordering of nouns, verbs, adjectives, 

adverbs, and names. I wrote these down for the participant as they came up with them. 

Once they were satisfied with the order, I read it out to them while writing down the first 

words that came to their head. Next, the participant re-ordered the words to create 

sentences.6 I suggested that these sentences could be interpreted musically, but they were 

not interested in this, so it exists on its own as a poem. I asked another participant how 

they would remember their piece. They created a unique notation system using letters,7 

and a third participant memorized parts of popular songs that they connected through 

improvisation.  

 Time for composing was limited to two group sessions and a single one-on-one 

session with me. But, composing is time consuming; the creative process cannot be 

dictated into a set schedule. To help overcome any barriers, both foreseen and 

unforeseen, I sent the instruments they were using to the residence. As noted by a staff 

member practice was important for some participants to realize their piece and they 

made great strides during their self-directed time (Staff Member A).  

 

                                                
5 A Mad Lib is a game where a story is written with words missing. A player will be told 
to come up with a certain type of word without knowing the story, and will then fill the 
gaps in the story with the word they came up with, often to silly and humorous ends. 
6 Example:  
Adverb | Noun | Adjective = Gently | Lake | Green.  
Gently Lake Green = The green lake gently breathes. 
7 Example: “A” means to bow the low string, “E” means to pluck the low string. 
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3.3 Analysis 

 My analysis of the data was ongoing. Each phase of reflection and annotation – 

debrief with Russell, personal reflection, and transcription of the session – enabled me to 

review each session through a different lens and distil the events into individual journeys 

and notice commonalities. The distilling process enabled me to be mindful of how the 

work was progressing and notice individual growth in subsequent sessions. The 

interviews with participants and the staff members following our final session 

contributed another lens for reflection. With the information from the interviews I was 

able to compare their experiences with the data I had collected, confirm thematic trends, 

and offer new ways of understanding what I observed.  

3.4 Limitations 

 There were limitations to the scope of this project sample size, methods, 

researcher bias, and breadth. It was a small group of participants: of the eight that began 

the project four finished it. Four left the project early primarily due to the noise and 

chaotic structure of the sessions, which will be discussed in more detail later. The small 

size means the outcomes cannot be extrapolated as representative of the general 

population. However, the outcomes of this project appear in line with projects of a 

similar nature – observing acts of empathy (Smilde 320-321), increased focus and the 

creation of new goals (Næs 170), along with an increase in confidence and challenging 

power dynamics (Lange 7). 

 Another limitation of the project is the use of interviews. The interviews were 

conducted the week following the recording session, which coincided with the 

participants’ final week of residence at Ranch Ehrlo. As such, while interview transcripts 
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were sent, no participant responded, meaning it is unknown if any participants wished to 

revise their responses. Trust had developed between the participants and me, but it is 

important to recognize the research was primarily based on my subjective observations, 

which can include any assumptions that have not been challenged (Campbell 5).  

 Finally, Harrison writes of a researcher as both an insider and outsider (21). My 

experience as an insider was limited to music-making sessions. I was reliant on 

interviews to understand the project’s impact beyond our sessions, which, according to 

Harrison, “is insufficient” (21). Due to the lack of understanding of life at the residence 

it is difficult to know if the growth and healing I observed were attributed to the Play it 

Loud project or the other activities and therapies in which the participants were involved. 

I recognize the outcomes of the project are attributable to the efforts of all involved in 

the participants’ care, not solely from this project. 

3.5 Ethics Approval 

 This project went through two ethics committees, first through the Research 

Ethics Board at the University of Regina, and again through Ranch Ehrlo’s ethics 

committee. It received approval from the University of Regina in February, 2018, and 

from Ranch Ehrlo in April, 2018 (Appendix B; Appendix C).  
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CHAPTER 4: Project Description 

4.1 Personal Reflection: Setting the Space 

  Passing through the front doors of Paper Crane, the smell of fresh 

roasted coffee from the neighbouring roastery permeating the air, I am 

greeted by a sign asking me to remove my footwear to keep the space 

clean. I oblige and slip off my winter boots. Ahead of me, a large 

stairway forks to the left and right, leading to a spacious room that 

encircles the stairwell. Colorful banners line the walls, each one an 

expression of a unique identity. It is clear this space fosters creativity and 

individual expression.  

  At the top of the stairwell is a large reception desk with two 

hallways on either side. Down the hall to the right is a large room with 

four large tables arranged in a square, chairs haphazardly tucked around its 

perimeter. The tables are covered in paint, marker, and crayon – an 

unintentional copy of a Jackson Pollock masterpiece. The energy is 

relaxed, the space calm and inviting; this is where we will work. 

 
4.2 Set Up 

 I conducted three different pilot projects held at a school, library, and Paper 

Crane Community Arts (the arts branch of Ranch Ehrlo) prior to the commencement of 

Play it Loud. I decided that Paper Crane and Ranch Ehrlo would be a good fit for the 

larger project because they have a building dedicated to artistic creation, a large body of 

potential participants, and Paper Crane’s manager and I found the pilot project to be 

rewarding for all involved. Founded in 1966, Ranch Ehrlo is a multi-service agency that 

provides programming for youth, families, and communities (Founder & History). They 

have a wide range of programs available including youth residences, education, family 

treatment, and foster care services. The Ranch’s arts branch is Paper Crane, where they 
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host creative programming such as yoga, hip-hop, and visual arts. I met with Ranch 

Ehrlo’s director of clinical services and program manager of Paper Crane to discuss 

details of the potential project. 

 While deciding how to promote the project to the residents, our conversation kept 

coming back to one house in particular. We decided to present the project to them and I 

met with the caseworker and the unit manager of the house to see if they were interested 

in it. I asked the house caseworker to tell the residents about the project and gauge their 

interest. In the meantime he sent me contact information for the residents’ guardians so I 

could begin trying to connect with them. The following week the caseworker and I met 

with all but one of the residents to obtain their assent. Connecting with guardians was a 

challenge, as it required conversations with social workers and parents from around 

Saskatchewan and other parts of Canada. While waiting to connect with social workers I 

began looking for an Elder to assist in the project. Due to the demographic of the 

participants, most of them identified as Indigenous or Métis, so it was important to 

include someone who could help incorporate Indigenous ways of knowing. 

4.3 The Search 

 Upon the recommendation of the Office of Indigenization at the University of 

Regina I asked Ranch Ehrlo if they had any Elders on staff. Unfortunately they did not. 

However, both the manager and the director recommended an Elder who is an active 

member of the broader Regina community and who is also an Elder on staff at the 

University of Regina. I contacted the Office of Indigenization again to arrange a meeting 

with him. He was unable to attend the meeting, but a staff member of the Office of 

Indigenization accepted tobacco on his behalf to attend the first session and say a prayer. 
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Though I knew he would come to the first session it was unclear whether he would be 

able to join the project in a more extensive capacity. With the help of the Office of 

Indigenization we continued searching for an Elder or Knowledge Keeper who fit the 

project.8 It proved to be significantly more challenging than expected and forced me to 

adapt. Instead of trying to force a new relationship with an Elder I chose to develop a 

relationship with someone I had worked with before.  

 Russell Paskimen and I created music together during an interdisciplinary 

community art project in Regina, November 2017. Russell was also working towards a 

Master’s degree and, like me, always has a few projects on the go. I was grateful when 

he accepted tobacco to join the project. His presence is both calm and strong, and his 

laugh fills a room. We had not spoken in months, but I sent a message to him on the off 

chance that he would be interested and available; it was not until the day before the first 

session was scheduled that he confirmed he would join as co-facilitator. We agreed to 

run the first sessions as I had planned, and he was free to contribute as he saw fit. We 

then planned future sessions together. 

 

 

 

                                                
8 Saskatchewan Indigenous Cultural Centre defines an Elder as “any person recognized 
by a First Nations’ community as having knowledge and understanding of the traditional 
culture of the community, including the physical manifestation of the culture of the 
people their spiritual and social traditions” and each First Nation has different criteria to 
be considered an Elder (“Elder”). Brenda Chudiak notes writes, “’Knowledge Keeper’ 
was a title bestowed on some and completely distinct from the title of ‘Elder’ in their 
Bands. These Knowledge Keepers are recognized for the specific gifts, talents, and 
knowledge they possess” (Chudiak). 
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4.4 Personal Reflection: The Raven 

 I wake up two days before the project is scheduled to begin. There are two 

guardians that I still needed to connect with for their consent, I had not 

connected directly with the Elder from the university, and I still did not 

know if Russell would be interested or available to join. I knew that 

without an Elder or Russell’s help the project would go against all I had 

learnt about working with youth and Indigenous people in a positive and 

respectful way, and I had no back up plan. Anxiety lingered in my chest all 

morning so I went for a run to clear my head. Different scenarios passed 

through my mind with each step and each kilometer travelled, some good 

and others bad. When I reached the apex of my run I noticed something in 

the tree above me – a raven. In all of the years of running down that same 

path alongside the creek I had never, not even once, passed by a raven. At 

that moment I knew things would come together.    

 
4.5 The First Session 

 Our sessions were held in the Jackson Pollock room at Paper Crane. The tables 

were pushed against the walls, the chairs arranged in a circle in the middle of the space, 

and the lights were dimmed. This was an effective set-up during the pilot projects: the 

chairs physically ground the participants, the circle helps instigate participation and 

communication, and the dim light keeps things calm and lessens the possibility of over-

stimulating the participants. Staff members also participated in the sessions to model 

participation and behavior, and ensure safety of all present, as per Paper Crane’s policy. 

 I brought my personal instruments to the sessions and arranged them around the 

room: a digital piano, an acoustic Martin guitar, and a Daphne blue Fender Stratocaster 

guitar hooked up to a guitar amplifier were set up in the circle. I arranged other 

instruments on the tables: a ukulele, homemade cardboard shakers, glasses, different 
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sized glass bottles, containers filled with beans and rice, a small tin, two drumsticks, and 

a handful of chopsticks and spoons. I also brought small xylophone-based instruments, 

including a small single-octave wooden xylophone, a small metal xylophone, and three 

tambourines. Russell brought other instruments, including multiple hand-drums, rattles, 

and antlers. 

 Eight participants attended the first session, along with two staff members. The 

Elder from the University of Regina, who the staff at the Office of Indigenization 

accepted tobacco on behalf of, said a prayer and shared a story with us. The participants 

had their first chance to experiment with the musical possibilities and I recall a good 

energy in the room – it was alive with potential. At the end of the session a participant 

shook my hand and gave me a one-armed side hug. I was surprised; this participant was 

initially unsure and anxious about participating. 

4.6 The Journey 

 4.6.1 Navigating Power and Behavior 
 
 Many people participated in the sessions including Russell, Ranch Ehrlo staff 

members, the residents, and me. We were all motivated to be there to help the residents 

heal and grow, and we all had different experience and training in how to manage and 

facilitate programming for young people. The young people we were working with in 

this case all had unique sets of challenges related to trauma, development, and different 

diagnoses. There were many different power and social relations to be navigated: Russell 

and I had never worked as co-facilitators before and were learning how to work together; 

we needed to learn when to make and take space for our different beliefs and practices. 

Staff members brought in relationships with the participants developed at the residence, 
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which had their own complexities and power dynamics and the participants, who live 

together, also have established relationships with one another. Russell, me, and the staff 

all had developed our own ways of managing behavior and encouraging participation. 

 Russell and I shared a similar approach to facilitating: we tried to let people be 

themselves and teach respectful behavior and participation by example and redirecting 

attention (Douglass 92). Staff members valued structure, which is important for the 

healthy development of the residents outside of the project. There was a continual push 

and pull between an open structure and behavior management. The values of 

improvisation call for acceptance, listening, and freedom of expression and informed my 

style of managing participation, and Russell shared those values. On the other hand, as 

part of Paper Crane’s policies, staff members were there to model respectful behavior 

and participation, but they often tried to control participants’ disruptive behaviors as 

well.  

 Fischlin and Freire’s ideas of improvisation, dialogue, and pedagogy challenge 

hierarchical power dynamics, like the ones I observed between the staff members and the 

participants. In order to challenge and try to neutralize the dynamic I had to advocate on 

behalf of the participants. For instance, one participant had difficulties controlling their 

behavior and often experimented with instruments while others were talking and asked 

questions during improvisations. Staff members were quick to ask them to stop, and I 

continually had to remind the staff that they were allowed to be themselves in the space. 

During a rhythm exercise in our third session the same participant was in a group with 

one of the staff members. The staff member asked the participant to join them where 

they were sitting. The participant did not want to, and the staff member demanded that 
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the participant come to them. To me, it seemed like they were blatantly demanding that 

the participant respect the staff member’s authority – a clear demonstration of the 

hierarchical power Russell and I were actively trying to limit. I stepped in and told the 

staff member that they are just as capable of moving and asked them to go over to the 

participant. Ironically, I found that in trying to create a less hierarchical dynamic I had to 

use the power I had as facilitator and the project leader to take power from the staff.  

 When discussing these moments of power relations, Russell pointed out an 

observation he had of the participants. He told me how he saw them take notice of my 

advocacy and they seemed to react positively: we were there to support their growth and 

journey through music making, and they appeared to recognize that. I limited how often I 

would intervene in these moments, being accepting of the staff member’s way of being is 

necessary too as they have goals for the participants as well. I only stepped in when I felt 

the dynamic of the space was shifting from creative exploration to right and wrong ways 

of behaving, or when I felt the participant’s way of engaging was being unduly infringed. 

Any time I did this was an act of power and hierarchical in nature and I felt it was more 

important to advocate for the participant than retain a less hierarchical dynamic. The 

participants seemed to respond positively to this.  

 Russell and I continually discussed the dynamics of the room and how to 

encourage respectful participation using varying degrees of structure. Improvisation is 

not devoid of structure; it is guided by listening, responding, and respectful participation, 

alongside self-expression. I find improvisations where the group listens to one another to 

spontaneously co-create a musical piece to be more rewarding than improvisations where 
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performers are solely focused on their own sound – a balance between freedom of 

expression and listening.  

 This idea of balance informed our structure for the sessions. We tried to create a 

space where participants were free to be themselves and participate in their own way, 

while also being respectful of one another and following instruction to build music as a 

group. In the early sessions the balance leaned towards openness, resulting in a sense of 

chaos where participants were more focused on their own sound than on following a 

leader or listening to one another, not to mention talking while playing music and 

experimenting with instruments during discussions. In the third session we tried a more 

rigorous structure for dealing with disruptive behavior where we stopped and addressed 

any disruptive behavior before continuing. This was unsuccessful in that our focus 

turned to behavior management rather than music making, and we were focused on one 

particular participant who had difficulties managing their behavior. That participant 

appeared to become progressively more frustrated throughout the session and in our 

discussion afterwards both Russell and I felt like our new approach was a misstep. 

Russell felt strongly that a smudge would help, so we chose to do that at the next session. 

 4.6.2 Two Worldviews 
 
 It took time before Russell and I found a balance of freedom and structure to 

enable participants to engage respectfully. Russell felt a smudge would help to calm 

people and eliminate any tension that was brought into the space. In the fourth session, 

which focused on listening, Russell brought his smudging herbs. He led the smudge 

saying the following: 

“I was thinking about the smudge, and our way of life is never forced on 
anyone. There are many ways to pray to the creator, or God, as we 
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understand him to be. The Elders told us, if you don’t believe in him I 
guess you believe in something still. But this element of smudge helps us 
open our minds and let the inspiration come in. I really appreciate Clinton 
bringing his instruments here, his items, and I really wish [a specific 
participant] was here and the other[s] to talk about respect, but I think he 
understands already. We have really good intentions here to experiment 
and express yourself through song and utilizing different sounds as we go 
forward. We ask that you respect the items that are here and handle them 
with care, because they’re not physically yours or mine; we borrow them. 
We’re fortunate to have this happen, we ask in a kind way to handle these 
things with care. We’ll follow instructions, we can’t come in and just make 
a whole lot of noise, and that’ll happen, but we want to get a structure 
going. Ask for the inspiration to come into your minds for your own piece 
or together as a video. And this smudge is called thunderbird smudge, 
these are medicines, plants from mother earth. They’re not pharmaceutical 
drugs, but in our way it’s never forced. If you don’t [want to] smudge you 
just pass to the next person. We always go in a circle. Watch the bottom’s 
hot.”  

 
As he passed the smudge the sweet smell of the burning herbs wafted around us. We 

passed the smoke over our bodies and a new energy was alive in the space – focus, 

attention, and care. Not all participants participated in the smudge, one had passed the 

herbs along, but it was clear a different mindset had taken hold of the participants. 

 Multiple changes from previous sessions converged during the fourth session 

where we used the smudge. It was the first session with the four participants that would 

go on to complete the project and make a recording. Our first activity that day was an 

outdoor listening exercise, and then we held the smudge. All these activities combined to 

make it one of the most engaging and rewarding sessions. In hindsight, we should have 

smudged sooner. 

 Russell and I were continually navigating how to bring our two belief systems 

and ways of making music into the space. Neither of us had facilitated with a two-eyed 

approach before and we did not have a spiritual guide, such as an Elder, present. Russell 

also had not experienced the type of musical practice I wanted to base the project on – 
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that of improvisation, discovery, and sound as music. He allowed me to lead most of the 

activities in the early sessions, and led drumming activities to close the sessions. There 

was a distinct separation between the two practices. Eventually the boundaries began to 

blur as we became comfortable co-leading activities and reciprocating ideas. Even so, 

there were still points of friction between the worldviews. 

 The most contentious point between the two worldviews centered on smudging. 

Russell had said we could start and/or end sessions with a smudge, but it felt best at the 

beginning of a session and we had seen its effectiveness at inciting a calm and respectful 

mindset. In the fifth session, the second session with the smudge, a participant, who was 

of white-settler identity, informed us that the smoke bothered them. Having asthma 

myself I understood this, but upon discussion Russell and I learnt that it was not health 

related – they did not like the smell.  

 We discussed many options – going to another room, smudging after, or 

smudging in the room while they waited outside. Neither option was ideal: doing the 

smudge in another room or at the end of the session would not honour the ceremony, and 

any lingering smoke would affect the participant if they were to enter the room 

afterwards. The smoke is considered healing, but when that belief is not shared what is 

the right course of action? In the end we decided to smudge at the end of the session. 

 Another point of friction was the drums. One of the main ways of playing I 

wanted to try in this project was to give minimal technical instruction on how to play the 

instruments and see what the participants discovered. This approach became an issue 

with the hand drums as the same participant who had issues with the smudge began 

playing the drum aggressively and disruptively loud, unknowingly disrespecting the 
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spirit of the drum. Russell and I tried to get their attention and model respectful playing, 

but they did not respond to our non-verbal cues. Eventually it became necessary to 

dedicate time to the hand drums to discuss their spiritual significance and demonstrate 

traditional techniques, which Russell led us through. This participant continued to 

struggle but no longer relished in aggressive and loud playing. They began playing with 

better control and responding to our verbal and non-verbal cues for respectful playing.  

 4.6.3 Musical Growth 

 All of us experienced new ways of playing and hearing music throughout the 

project. Russell had not encountered improvised music like this before, nor had the 

participants, and I had never played a hand drum or learnt about Indigenous music-

making practices prior to this. The participants had the most drastic journey coming from 

little to no experience to composing and recording solo pieces. The different activities 

focused on developing technical skill, but they also opened our ears to new ways of 

listening and playing music. 

 In the early sessions the participants were experimenting with their own sounds. 

With their ears focused on themselves there was little to no attempt to listen to and play 

with others. Some participants pushed their experimentations with the instruments – one 

participant unplugged the electric guitar and created sound by pressing the cable to the 

guitar’s pickups (tiny microphones on the body of the guitar under each string). Others 

experimented in more traditional ways making such as making small motifs (a short, 

memorable musical phrase) on the piano or picking patterns on the open strings 

(plucking one string at a time without pressing down on the neck of the instrument to 

change the pitch of the string) of the ukulele.  
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 As sessions progressed I began encouraging everyone to open their ears to the 

sound of the group and consider how their acoustic contributions blend together. To do 

this we would do a free improvisation and as I played along I took note of any musical 

ideas that caught my ear. For the next improvisation I asked a participant to play that 

same musical idea for the entirety of the next improvisation and everyone else to play in 

a way that would support what that person was playing. As one noted by a staff member, 

this type of playing, while still seeming chaotic to them, gave a focus amidst the chaos, 

comparing it to the participants’ lives, “it was kind of like the kids life… there’s chaos 

going on for them but there [is] that one thing you can focus on to bring it back.” As they 

opened their ears to one another they also began finessing their technical skills. 

 Participants’ technical skills developed considerably throughout the project. 

Some instruments are inherently easier to make sounds with than others, such as the 

piano – press a key down and sound is made. Others are more challenging, like the 

violin, where there are subtleties to using the bow that will drastically change the sound 

that is made from a rich tone to a grating one. The participants began with discovering 

how to make different sounds with their instruments and then began shaping them. In the 

end, the violinist was able to consistently produce a pleasant tone on the violin and 

choose when to make the more grating sound they were producing initially, while the 

pianist learnt to play with two hands and use the piano’s wide range in a sensitive and 

expressive way. There was also a noticeable improvement in their ability to drum in time 

with one another, play different types of beats, and control the dynamic (loud and 

softness) of the drum.  
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 As described by a staff member, what began with chaos developed into 

something expressive that showed growth, control, and thoughtfulness. They found the 

difference between the final recordings and the chaos of the first sessions striking. Many 

improvisations I have participated in begin with an initial amount of chaos as the players 

discover what music is being made and how to play with one another, and over time the 

improvisation will flow betweens states of togetherness and disorganized 

experimentation. The flow of the project had a similar flow between moments of struggle 

and togetherness but continually built towards personal growth and healing. The ideals 

of improvisation – experimentation, responsible listening, and self-expression – enabled 

each participant to find their own path through the project and learn in their own way. 

The different experiences of the project from each participant were reflected in the 

recordings they created, as each one was as unique as each participant’s journey through 

the project. 

4.7 The Pieces 

 4.7.1 Super Duelet  

 The first piece we recorded was the violin and guitar duet written by the violinist. 

This participant was exuberant throughout the project. Their favourite part of it was 

being able to “play whatever [they] wanted” in the early sessions. They experimented 

with making sounds in novel ways, such as unplugging the patch cable of the electric 

guitar and tapping it on the strings and pickups to create sound. They experimented with 

multiple instruments but were continually drawn to the violin. 

 They played with the violin on their lap since it enabled them to play with more 

control than the traditional way of holding it on one’s shoulder. In the first sessions the 
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pressure they put on the bow often made screeching sounds, sometimes as desired but 

often accidentally. As evident in the recording, over time they developed a sensitive 

touch with control over the sound. 

 To help remember their piece they developed a unique system of notation, which 

used a combination of letters in both small and lower case to notate which string to play 

and how to play it. Each string had its own letter for when it was plucked, pressed to 

change the pitch, or bowed in a different position. For drumming on the body of the 

violin they wrote the word “tap.” Their first draft consisted of multiple sections focusing 

on a different playing technique.  

 During the second composition session they decided to add words to it. Russell 

helped, singing for them and helping them discover what the song would be about. At 

the end of the session the participant had rewritten their piece to include part of BINGO, 

singing “B, I, N, G, O” while plucking the strings. They had abandoned the first draft 

because, to them, a song needed to have words. I was taken aback – I was excited about 

what they made in the previous session and found it expressive, engaging, and worth 

developing. I also did not see as much joy while they played the latest iteration. I 

described the journey the first draft had taken me on and their eyes began to sparkle and 

a smile crept back along their faces. Excitedly, they asked if Russell or I could 

accompany them on the next draft. 

 The next time we met was for a one-on-one session. The second to last of eight 

sessions was cancelled so I offered to go to the residence to help them finalize their 

pieces. I held one-on-one sessions with the participants in the basement of the residence. 

Russell was unable to attend. During this one-on-one session they told me they wanted to 
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switch back to their original idea of using different violin techniques but wanted to start 

over since it would now be a duet. We began rewriting, with me taking instructions on 

what to write down and improvising together along the way. At one point in the process 

they asked me to play a traditional guitar solo. I explained that I do not know how to do 

that and we had a discussion about how to let people be themselves when playing 

improvised music. They understood and changed their language to be more invitational 

rather than instructive, asking that I lead one of the sections while they supported it. 

They gave me space to play and contribute to their composition, modeling the horizontal 

dynamic of our sessions. 

 When I led this section they played soft, long tones underneath the sustained 

harmonics I was playing on the guitar. Their choice displayed musical sensitivity and 

thoughtfulness. They took over leading for the final section and asked that I stop playing 

entirely so they could finish it as a solo. We rehearsed it and were ready to record. 

 It took one rehearsal and some false starts before they were satisfied with our 

performance. I was impressed with how they communicated with me while playing, 

indicating to me what section we were in with nods and looks in order to keep us 

together. In the end the participant and I were very happy with the recording.  

 4.7.2 [Participant] somewhat awesome piece 

 The guitar solo was the next piece we recorded. This participant’s attitude 

changed significantly towards the end of the project. They had become increasingly 

negative, most apparently during the recording session calling themselves “a pretty 

negative person,” and that they hated me. Something had happened along the way; it was 
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a drastic change from where we were at only a few weeks before when they appeared to 

be enjoying the project and making music. 

 They were drawn to the guitar early on in the project and also played piano 

through some of the sessions. Their presence was subtle in the beginning, playing a few 

notes here and there but always attentive. They were a focused player, often working 

with one musical idea and repeating it with slight variations, exploring its possibilities. 

In our third session they were sitting beside me and suddenly started talking about the 

electric guitar – how nice it is, asking what kind it is, when I got it – they were quite 

interested in it. In later sessions they began contributing ideas for activities. 

 In the first composition session the group was asked to choose an instrument to 

begin thinking through their ideas. This participant chose the electric guitar. They began 

by playing with the sound of the guitar and found a tone they described as a “twang,” at 

one point calling Russell over to listen and telling him how they love the sound. They 

made a strumming pattern with alternating strokes of the bottom and top strings. After 

showing me what they made they asked if they could bring in some songs they liked to 

learn to play. I told them no, explaining that the point of what we were doing was to 

make something new, something of our own.  

 I felt creating a hard line in the previous session was antithetical to the 

pedagogical approach that informed the project, so the next session we compromised. 

We looked up the chords to a Billy Talent song that they could use as the basis of their 

composition. Upon reflection it seems this was the moment the project started going off 

track for the guitarist. We had not spent any time learning to play other people’s music 

or learning more traditional techniques for playing the instruments. On top of that, they 
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play left handed and the guitar was set up for a right-handed player. We tried to find a 

way to make this work, finding different finger combinations for the chords and getting 

them close to how they sound in the song, but the dexterity required to play this way was 

noticeably more advanced than we had time to develop. By the end of the session they 

were dejected, collapsing on one of the couches declaring they could not do it. At this 

moment I realized they needed time to practice on their own and decided to take the 

instruments to the residence.  

 During our one-on-one session they began opening up on a personal level, 

developing trust. It was a challenge to get them to play the instrument since they kept 

changing the conversation. They asked me about myself, what I do and shared some 

thoughts about themselves and their interests. They spoke proudly of the awards they had 

won at Ranch Ehrlo’s award ceremony, while claiming to be lazy and unmotivated. They 

were convinced they could not play the guitar, that it is not a nice guitar, and that they 

did not like the project. Between conversations we found a sound of the guitar that they 

liked, and I suggested they return to their initial strumming idea. Instead, they played a 

picking pattern (playing one string at a time) that they said was a rendition of a Pearl Jam 

song. It used open strings (the notes the strings are tuned to) and was easier to play. We 

started by playing for thirty-second intervals between conversation, then forty-five 

seconds, and finally one minute, making little discoveries each time. The picking pattern 

evolved into a strumming pattern and this became the shape of their piece.  

 Although they were hesitant during our one-on-one session, they came to the 

final session because they knew they should finish what they started (Participant B). 

They were interested in the recording equipment and how things sounded in the 
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headphones, but their negativity was in full swing. They claimed to hate me and 

criticized the guitar. When it came their turn to record they sat down with the guitar but 

would not play. They told me they do not make things, they are not good at things, and 

that they are a negative person. After some discussion they agreed to play for thirty 

seconds.  

 I hit the record button. They were completely invested in what they were playing 

– head down, and deeply listening. The sound was calm and relaxed, and the repetitive 

quality was meditative – it was in complete contrast to our conversation. I let them play 

past the thirty-second mark, not wanting to interrupt. They came to their own ending, 

looking up and asking if that was enough. It was.  

 4.7.3 Savannah Rocks 

 The pianist was next. They used Skyfall by Adele and John Legend’s All of Me as 

the basis for their piece. This came out of self-directed explorations with the piano at the 

residence. This participant’s journey also had moments of struggle and, like the guitarist; 

they were able to push through to finish what they set out to do.  

 This participant was always very thoughtful. During one listening activity, where 

we went outside to listen the world then draw what we heard, they were quiet and 

focused, immediately walking up the street by themselves and listening intently. During 

our discussion they were eager to share what they heard and gave suggestions to others 

on how to draw the sounds. Their drawing showed great attention to the detail of the 

sound they had heard – a car starting and driving away. They expressed the sound as it 

changed over time, from loudly starting and becoming quiet, to passing by and trailing 
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off into the distance. When it came time to compose they were just as quick to dive in 

and were solely focused on the task.  

 Like the guitarist, they wanted to use songs they had heard before. The pianist 

began with Ludwig van Beethoven’s Für Elise, a famous piece from traditional piano 

repertoire. It is a challenging piece composed for advanced players. I suggested they start 

by trying out different notes and finding different sounds instead – similar to what I told 

the guitarist. They found a few musical ideas, but they were not excited about them. In 

the next session I brought the sheet music to Für Elise and showed them how to play 

parts of it.  

 Instead of trying to teach them how to play the entire piece in two weeks, an 

impossible task, I played through the piece on the piano and they stopped me when they 

heard a part they loved. We found three small musical ideas that we worked through 

together so they could play them and use them as a basis for their piece. They worked 

diligently, trying to train their fingers where to go and remember which keys to play.  

 To help remember, we created a system with green tape on the keys to help track 

the different groups of notes. They put tape on the bottom of the keys for one idea, tape 

in the middle of the keys for another, and tape on the top of keys for the last one. It was 

still frustrating for them because there was a sound they were looking for but were 

unable to create it. Like the guitarist, they left frustrated, saying they just want to be able 

to do it right away. 

 They needed practice, and I learnt from the front-line staff that this participant 

played the piano almost every evening before bed. They used YouTube to learn a 

selection of songs between sessions, discarding Für Elise to pursue the popular music of 
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Adele and John Legend. The frustration from the last session had dissipated. During our 

one-on-one session they excitedly showed me what they had learnt, and we took turns 

playing different songs for each other. They enjoyed sharing music and speaking about 

different songs, what they liked, and what I liked.  

 They began experimenting with the different songs, trying to put them together. 

The challenge was learning to accept notes that did not fit with the tonality of those 

songs (notes that are traditionally described as sounding unpleasant, wrong, or 

dissonant), and work through the dissonance to keep playing and making discoveries. 

Often, when they played a note that was more dissonant they stopped, saying they do not 

know what to do. We worked through it and I left them to keep practicing. They had an 

idea of what to play and simply needed time with it on their own.  

 When it came their turn to record they were the fastest. I quickly reminded them 

which notes to start with and they began improvising from one idea to another. They 

unintentionally played a dissonant note in their first play through and stopped, saying 

they cannot do it. We spoke about how trouble spots can happen, or we may find our 

way down a path and not know where to go from there. The first step is to accept the 

dissonance as it is and play through it, trying other notes. Eventually a new path will 

reveal itself. I suggested to try the note beside the dissonant one and see where that leads 

them next time. 

 They began their second take, trying the same route through the piece, only this 

time they played through the dissonance and found their way to a sound they liked. 

Later, we talked about how exciting it is when we are able to work through those 
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moments. They smiled saying they knew they just had to do it, so they did (Participant 

C). 

4.8 Afterwards 

 I led a brief group discussion after everyone had recorded a song, including the 

one participant who initially did not want to create a new piece and asked to record an 

improvisation after the other three had finished. We went around the circle asking each 

participant to speak in turn about what they will remember and take from the project. 

One found a new instrument they loved and knew they did not want the project to end – 

especially spending time with Russell and me. Another learnt they have the ability to 

make their own music and might pursue learning more, though focusing on electronic 

music. A staff member shared how impressed they were – what started off as noise and 

chaos turned into something meaningful. She explained how special it was to see one of 

the most difficult residents able to focus intently and create something so significant. The 

other supervisor shared similar thoughts, how it was chaotic at first and became 

organized chaos later. She thought the participants learnt different coping skills and 

expressed how exercises that cross different senses, like drawing sound, are important 

for development and rarely happen. This same staff member was excited to see the 

pianist dive into the instrument and display a natural talent for it. After some thought, the 

guitarist, who had become increasingly negative, said they learnt that they could better 

themselves with music. 

 Not all participants ended up finishing the project. Of the eight that joined in at 

the beginning four recorded a piece. Not all of the participants that recorded a piece 

enjoyed the project either. While the violinist seemed to get great joy out of the project, 
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even saying they might continue learning the violin, they would not do the project again. 

They would prefer to learn something different the next time with the same open 

structure. The guitarist also seemed to be enjoying the project at first, but in the end they 

said they did not. The guitarist made a point of mentioning how important the cultural 

teachings brought by Russell are to them and how seriously they take those teachings. 

Even so, they would never do this again, nor would they continue playing music because 

it is not something they do (Participant B). They would, however, keeping drumming 

and singing pow-wow. On the other hand, the pianist said they would love to do the 

project again but would want to learn electronic music like dub-step. Some staff said 

they would have preferred more behavior management in the early sessions and more 

structure but began seeing the positive outcomes as the project went on. They would 

definitely bring the project, and similar projects, back into the residence.  
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CHAPTER 5: Outcomes 

 All of the participants have a unique set of circumstances and challenges in their 

lives and are involved in many programs that focus on positive growth and development. 

As such, it is difficult to know what exact impact music-making had on the participants 

amidst the influence of other programming they are involved in, such as the lived 

therapy modeled by front line staff at the residence,9 their education at school, and other 

programs provided by Ranch Ehrlo. Those involved in the therapeutic process of the 

participants, namely the clinical caseworker and front-line staff, agreed that this project 

made direct contributions to their development, fostered creativity and confidence, 

helped develop coping skills, and was on the whole a positive contribution to the work 

being done at the residence (House Caseworker; Staff Member A; Staff Member B). 

Participants expressed both positive and negative experiences with the project. 

5.1 Departures 

 Some participants left the program for various reasons after the first two to three 

sessions. Youth in care at Ranch Ehrlo react to stimuli differently and can become 

overwhelmed or over-stimulated in certain environments. During the interview with the 

house caseworker he explained, “random noises, all that sort of stuff, it can be 

overstimulating and very chaotic for them, which can very easily trigger some kids. And 

I think for some of... it was just too much” (House Caseworker). Another reason for 

participants’ dissatisfaction could stem from social relations made in the house, “when 

                                                
9 Ranch Ehrlo practices lived therapy, meaning residents develop skills and learn from 
experience rather than being told how to act, nor do they focus on one on one therapy 
with counselors, psychologists, etc. Front line staff model positive behavior through 
interactions with other staff members, the residents, and sometimes with their significant 
others. 
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you have all the kids together… you have certain kids that trigger others and that [do 

not] like being around each other” (House Caseworker).  

 I believe if we had implemented the final structure, smudged, and focused on 

respecting the instruments from the onset the chaos would have been mitigated and more 

participants would have seen the project through to completion. Their departure was 

disappointing, but I also understood it was mostly due to the level of sound I allowed, or 

that they simply did not enjoy making music in this way. 

 The participants of Play it Loud live with each other and have an established 

social system. The pre-existing social relationships are brought into the space and 

influence participants’ interactions and experiences. According to the house caseworker, 

some relationships are less positive than others and these relationships could have made 

participation more difficult for some than others (House Caseworker). However, as a 

staff member perceived, some relationships blossomed during the project (Staff Member 

A).  

5.2 A New Shared Language  

 A staff member said that two participants who had little in common and rarely 

interacted with one another much at the residence prior to the project began speaking to 

each other, saying, “It was so cool to see those two bond on that cause they actually don't 

get along too well” (Staff Member A). Their relationship changed when the instruments 

were brought to the residence, as one would call across the hall to the other participant 

asking them to listen or if they heard what they had just played (Staff Member A). I infer 

this to mean that music became a shared language and was a mode for communication 

and relationship building.  
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 Some participants’ musical language contrasted with their verbal language. The 

guitarist verbally expressed negativity about themselves identifying as a person who was 

apathetic, inactive, and negative (Participant B). But when playing music, I perceived 

them as focused, intent, and thoughtful: the music they created was devoid of the 

negativity they verbalized. It revealed another side to them.  

5.3 Rhizomes of the Self 

 Two of the participants engaged with the project in a way that brought out an 

entirely different attitude from when they were at the residence. I suspect this was 

because the system of the house was different from the rhizomatic system created by the 

project, which affected the participants in different ways. The house caseworker 

described the guitarist as “happy-go-lucky,” and “go with the flow” when at the 

residence (House Caseworker). This was true of their attitude at the beginning of the 

project, but as mentioned earlier it changed towards the end. A number of things could 

have contributed to the shift in attitude: they may have encountered a significant amount 

of frustration that they did not develop the technical skills to play the music they wanted 

to, or it could have been a defensive reaction to make the end of the project easier:  

“It could have also been too, there might have been something else going 
on as well. These kids... they don't know how to deal with their emotions. 
They have maladaptive ways that they've coped with their emotions and so 
it could be that something happened during the day or in another setting. 
And it could be that... looking back there was some issues with school that 
was going on. It might have been not against you personally but you were 
the target” (House Caseworker) 
 

Whatever the case, the rhizome of their experiences was expressed as a negative 

response to the project.  
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 The house caseworker described another participant as normally negative at the 

residence, but this participant hardly expressed any negativity throughout the duration of 

the project, save for some doubt about their composition. Their positivity could be 

because of the loose structure and freedom allowed to them, which was reflected in how 

much they enjoyed that part of the project (Participant A). 

5.4 Acceptance  

 Acceptance is an important part of improvisation and both acceptance of others 

and the self was challenging for all of the participants. For example, when the guitarist 

first listened to their piece they removed their headphones partway through saying they 

did not like it and it was only strumming (Participant B). When they listened again 

through the whole piece they changed their mind saying, “I don’t know, it does sound 

good though” (Participant B), and titling the piece their “somewhat awesome piece.” 

Similarly, the pianist had to learn to accept the notes they played in order to overcome 

the dissonance and finish their piece. I deduce from my observations that music 

creation/improvisation is as much about accepting the self as it is about accepting others. 

5.5 Acceptance of Worldviews 

 Cultural differences also needed to be accepted and navigated. From my 

perspective the early sessions were less balanced in regard to a two-eyed approach than 

later sessions, because they used more Western views. Russell and I developed a more 

balanced way of working together as time went on, balancing when to give space and 

when to take it. As will be discussed later, contacting Russell earlier would have helped 

balance the worldviews better. In any case, Indigenous spirituality was a crucial element 

of the project for some participants and changed my own views of music. 
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 Russell’s expression of spirituality challenged me to reframe what it means to 

make music and improvise – my roots found a new path from the opacity of Russell’s. 

The journey through the project was rife with profound moments of beauty, 

perseverance, and unity. Watching a participant help another with the amplifier settings, 

listening to Russell talk about how the music improvised by the participants re-centered 

and relaxed him after a stressful week, hearing someone talk about the sound of waves at 

their favourite place – I find that each moment resonates more deeply when framed as a 

gift from something beyond myself, be it the Creator or the interconnectedness of all 

things.  

5.6 Relations 

 Fischlin’s idea of the interconnectedness of all things lends spirituality to the idea 

of relations in art-making, and this was a relational experience. During conversations 

following improvisations the participants often spoke in drastically different terms and 

the range of outcomes noted by participants of the project supports the notion of 

relational engagement and outcomes. The relational quality of the creative process 

enabled the participants to discover unique lessons for themselves. 

5.7 Growth and Healing  

  The outcomes they described in our final session revealed much about the 

project. That a participant wanted to spend more time with the facilitators displays 

positive relationship growth and adult attachment (McKenzie 198). Recognizing a talent 

and contemplating its pursuit exhibits the development of confidence. Being excited 

about a discovery or something they made also displays confidence and pride 

(Gardstrom 8). To me, the idea that music can help them better themselves reveals that, 
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even though they were outwardly negative about the project, they saw positive internal 

growth in themselves. There was not one specific mode of healing or growth from the 

process; everyone involved found a way to grow and heal in their own way. As the house 

caseworker said, “it's really good creating that, giving them that sense of control and that 

sense of power and freedom, freedom to express themselves, freedom to be creative” 

(House caseworker). 

 Participants’ observations of one another led to growth as well. For instance, the 

guitarist noticed how disruptive another participant’s actions were to the work, which 

reinforced their own positive behaviors (Participant B). The dialogue, both verbal and 

musical, throughout the process enabled all involved to learn from each other. 

5.8 The Music 

 From an artistic and educational perspective, the musical quality of the 

participants’ recordings demonstrates it is possible to create both interesting and 

expressive music with little technical instruction. For some youth, especially youth in 

care, the pedagogical model used in Play it Loud can be a more effective method than 

other music educational practices. Western music is traditionally taught in a way where 

there are right and wrong ways to play on both a technical and harmonic level, based on 

the notation. To improve, the difficulty of the pieces being learnt is raised to the point 

where a degree of failure is inevitable. The student learns by failing. 

 The traditional form of music education, of learning through continual failure and 

focusing on accurate replication, can be disempowering and reaffirm a negative identity 

if not handled with care. Consider the shift in mentality for the guitarist who wanted to 
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learn a known song rather than create a new piece from scratch.10 The lack of ability to 

replicate the song as they heard it was visibly disheartening. Whereas they were proud of 

the piece they made using a more improvised approach, titling it “somewhat awesome.”  

 The participants also displayed many improvements in musical ability such as the 

ability to create a wide range of sounds with each instrument, play with a steady beat, 

listen, control dynamics, and control note duration: all of which are fundamental lessons 

in the traditional Western educational approach. I observed an increase in their 

understanding of musical form, respect for the instruments, respect for the facilitators, 

empathy towards one another, and ownership over what they created.  

 According to a staff member, music lessons and instruments are rarely offered to 

the residents of Ranch Ehrlo unless the youth had them prior to living there (Staff 

Member B). Having a project such as this one, that introduces the residents to different 

instruments and ways of making music, may influence some residents to ask for lessons 

or to become more involved in music-making while at the residence (House 

Caseworker). It is unclear at this moment whether that will happen with the participants 

of Play it Loud, but it seems like a strong possibility for some.  

5.9 Pedagogy 

 For others, they said they would not do this project again as a music project, but 

they would join a different project with a similarly open structure (Participant A). I 

believe this is evident of the rhizomatic student-teacher relationship the project created. 

Enough trust had developed for participants to talk openly, make requests of Russell and 

me, and share personal stories and thoughts. The willingness for participants to suggest 

                                                
10 Although this is an extreme example: in conservatory style training they would not be 
advancing to playing chords on guitar in their second month of lessons.  
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different activities, even when not asked for, also indicates a less authoritative and more 

conversational environment. 

 The pedagogical approach allowed the rhizome to develop. The roots of all 

involved ground together and coexisted: both Indigenous and Western worldviews and 

different ways of being were present. Our improvisations enabled participants to create 

their own musical languages as evident in the diversity of their pieces. There was a wide 

range of successes, but there are criticisms too. 

5.10 Looking forward 

 Russell and I have many criticisms of the project. Smudging was implemented 

too late in the process. In future iterations smudging will happen in the first session and 

will be consistently held at the beginning of each session. If people are bothered by the 

smoke or do not wish to participate they can wait in another room, or there can be a 

designated smudging room. Smudging at the end of the session and depriving the group 

due to one participant’s complaints is not a choice either of us will make again.   

 The project is more suited to the fall/winter/spring seasons since there are more 

activities accessible to people during summer. Some participants said they would have 

preferred doing those activities instead of coming to the music sessions, and their 

continuation of the project was only to follow through with their commitment. Following 

through carries its own value but holding the project over a time when fewer activities 

are available will make that commitment easier. 

 A longer duration will be more effective as well. While two months was enough 

to make small, mostly improvised pieces, the project only scratched the surface of the 

potential that lies in creative music-making. The quick timeline forced some participants 
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to work through their creative challenges, which is audible in some of the recordings. 

Being able to follow up and continue developing after making that leap will go a long 

way towards developing both musicianship and confident, positive identities. In order to 

realize a longer timeline from the fall to the spring requires advanced planning with the 

organizations and communities involved in future projects. 

 A longer timeline may also help with group cohesion and building better 

relationships between participants (Taube-Schiff 693). Participants had the option to 

compose a piece for the entire group or any number of people that were available, yet 

nearly all composed solo pieces. There are any numbers of reasons that the participants 

may have desired to write solo pieces instead of group pieces. This was not uncovered 

during the study but considering the age of the participants – thirteen to seventeen with 

some cognitive and developmental issues – and that the participants of the project live 

together, they were likely searching for a level of individualism and enacting their own 

unique identities in a space where they have been invited to do so. It could also simply 

be that the sound of the entire group improvising was not a sound any of them enjoyed.  

 Instrumentation was limited to what Russell and I own. Having a left-handed 

guitar and other more accessible instruments is desirable. Along with accessibility, 

multiples of instruments can be useful to help with sharing and ensure that more 

participants have the opportunity to play each instrument. Another option is to create a 

system to limit the time each participant can spend on an instrument instead of the loose 

structure that was implemented. However, increasing structure can change the dynamic 

of the project and it should be done with caution and in a limited capacity. Encouraging 
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mindfulness of sharing is likely the best option. An effective method for this is modeling 

mindfulness of others while calling attention to it (Burack 54). 

 Upon listening to recordings of the sessions, I noted that improvisations were 

rarely longer than thirty seconds. Improvisations were often stopped if participants’ 

attention waned and they began speaking to one another or repeatedly asking questions. 

Playing for specified durations of time will likely be helpful for creating more structure 

without needing to implement specific behavioral rules. Longer durations of 

improvisations will also enable participants to make personal discoveries with their 

instruments and listen to the group. Of course, being mindful of participant’s attention is 

also necessary, and playing for an extended period may not be feasible depending on the 

challenges the participants are facing. Using a timer and observing participants can solve 

these issues. 

 Not having an Elder present throughout the project is what I consider to be the 

biggest failure of this project. Russell expressed the importance of Elders for helping 

guide the spiritual practice of the project. Neither of us have expertise in this, leading to 

numerous questions from both of us. The Office of Indigenization was contacted months 

before the project, but the challenge of finding an appropriate Elder was unexpected, and 

thus Russell was contacted late in the process as an alternative. For future projects it 

would be ideal to have an Elder involved in initial conversations with tobacco accepted 

before taking any further steps. 

 Due to the compressed timeline, Russell and I were learning how to work 

together throughout the project as co-facilitators. Questions about what is appropriate, 

when to lead, when to push, etc. were continually being uncovered as the project 
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progressed. Collaboratively designing the project would have been better. Now that we 

have a stronger relationship this should be possible for future projects. 

 Lastly, there are some issues hosting this project at Ranch Ehrlo. Ranch Ehrlo is a 

key player in Saskatchewan’s child welfare system and has a national presence in 

Canada’s treatment of youth. Residents come from all over Canada, sometimes 

voluntarily and sometimes by court order. Indigenous youth continue to be 

overrepresented in the child welfare system. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission 

calls for many changes to the system, and the Justice for Our Stolen Children Camp has 

also asked for the Saskatchewan government to change its policies around child welfare 

(Fraser). The work at Ranch Ehrlo is being done with good intentions, but I find that its 

existence plays a role in proliferating the systemic oppression of Indigenous people in 

Canada (Aboriginal Children in Care Working Group 3). There are other communities, 

organizations, and groups that could have benefited from this project (Paskimen), but as 

a settler it will take time for me to create relationships within those communities first. 

 Alternatives and criticisms considered, both Russell and I agree the project was 

ultimately a positive experience for both the participants and us. The participants will 

likely carry the memories of the project with them, continuing to learn from it as they 

have new experiences throughout their lives. While the process was not without its 

stresses and stumbles, it was worth it to see them shine.  
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CHAPTER 6: Conclusion 

 Through Play it Loud I created a space where young people used music for 

discovery, creativity, self-expression, learning and healing. The participants were open to 

trying something new, willing to share, and eager to play. It was only through their 

participation that the potential of the project’s design was realized. The participants 

found something for themselves in the music-making whether it was an attachment to an 

adult, the discovery of a hidden talent, or finding a way to better themselves. Over the 

course of the project the participants began listening in deeper, more responsive ways. 

They developed the coordination necessary to play a beat in unison and have more 

control over the instruments. They developed a greater respect for the instruments and 

were shown the spiritual side of music-making often avoided in Western musical 

practice. Socially, there were both positive and negative changes in attitude, they built 

confidence and trusting relationships, and they learnt acceptance. 

 The space welcomed two contrasting worldviews, those of Indigenous and 

Western culture. There were moments of tension where differences ground against one 

another and compromises were made. Certain compromises stepped too far in one 

direction, specifically around the ceremony of the smudge. For settler participants, staff, 

and myself, the ideas around Indigenous spirituality may have been difficult to accept, or 

may have conflicted with our own beliefs, but the group lived in the tension of the 

rhizome.  

 The Indigenous teachings Russell shared with the group were significant. The 

guitarist, while criticizing the project in final weeks, was clear about how much they 

appreciated his teachings and how seriously they took them. Staff also emphasized the 
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importance of those teachings and how much the participants respected and listened to 

them. The project lived in the challenging space of difference and was richer for it. 

 Music improvisation enabled differences to coexist and create dialogue. Through 

improvisation the participants were able to learn what sounds are possible, and later to 

listen to and support one another. While there were structures and constraints, such as 

playing with a beat, or following a leader’s gestures, the players always had to make 

significant choices. If those choices were contrary to the instructions facilitators and staff 

would encourage them to shift the way they were playing through eye contact, nods, 

occasionally quiet whispering, and most often by example. Participants would do this for 

one another as well. The hierarchy of teacher-student was challenged, and the 

facilitators, staff, and participants learnt from one another.  

 The dialogue of music created space for exploration, experimentation, self-

discovery, and for sharing different worldviews. The level of listening began to approach 

Fischlin’s ideas of an almost spiritual listening practice. However, improvisation did not 

bring the group together. The participants were more interested in solo playing than in 

working with one another. Playing solo they are in complete control, something severely 

lacking from their lives. However, they are not entirely by themselves: the songs come 

from our ancestors, either as spirits or through the chaotic web of cause and effect, or the 

Creator, connecting the past with the present and the future. Their music reflects the 

journey that brought them to the point in time they recorded it – an expression of the 

chaos that brings all of us to where we are, a complex web of cause and effect running 

through generations past, present, and future.  
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 For myself, this project gave me an opportunity to implement the ideas I had 

been studying such as two-eyed seeing, using artistic practices to challenge hierarchies, 

and using improvisation and creative practices as pedagogical tools for music education. 

It proved to me that music does not need to be taught in the conservatory tradition. I find 

the music that the participants created to be evocative and expressive, which is ultimately 

the goal of an artistic practice. 

 Having finished this project, and the prior pilot projects, I am confident in my 

ability to facilitate the creative expression of young people in our community, including 

youth in care who live in challenging circumstances. I have the tools to work within 

marginalized communities and alongside Indigenous educators on future projects, and a 

deeper understanding of the role improvisation and collaborative art-making can play in 

bridging our opposing worldviews as settler and Indigenous people. 

 The relationships I have made through this project with organizations and 

community members will undoubtedly be developed in the future. Discussions have 

already taken place with those involved in both the Play it Loud project and its pilot 

projects to develop future programming in Regina. I came to university to help shift my 

practice towards community engagement and this project affirmed those steps. Creative 

music helps people grow and heal, and I have developed a practice to enable it. 

 Everyone has a unique history and set of challenges, and everyone needs 

something different to heal. Creative music-making brings forward all the histories and 

challenges of the people present and creates something new with it. It is challenging, 

frustrating, beautiful, and spiritual. Through it, people can discover a way to heal, learn, 

and grow for themselves, by themselves. 
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APPENDIX A: Exercises 

Conducted Improvising 
 
Goals: For beginners to start making different sounds with their instruments. For 
experienced players to begin thinking about music differently. For conductors to start 
thinking creatively, create spontaneous compositions, and listen and respond to what the 
group is offering.  
 
Instructions 
One person leads a group of players, in the role of “conductor.”  
The conductor uses hand signals to lead the group through an improvisation. 
The group plays according to the conductor’s signals. 
The piece is finished when the conductor ends the piece. 
 
Guidelines 
 
Conductors – Work with players offers ie. try not to cut people off just because you 
don’t like it.  
Players – Try not to play until cued. 
 
1st Signals 
Start by using just short and long sounds. Try to find as many long and short sounds as 
you can on your instrument. Trying playing the instrument in different ways to find 
more.  
Also have a start signal and end signal. 
 
2nd Signals 
Once all players are comfortable playing short and long sounds, or if it naturally comes 
up, add signals for selecting single players or sections of people.  
 
3rd Signals 
Add dynamic changes: Loud (forte) and soft (piano), swells (crescendo) and fades 
(decrescendo) – choose terms appropriate for the group.  
 
4th Signals 
Pitch – Low or high.  
 
5th Signals 
Density – lots of space between sounds, barely any, or moving from one to another. 
 
6th Signals 
Rhythm: playing on a pulse. Unison Shots. 
 
7th Signals 
Signals to keep doing that, solo, listen to copy, listen to play with (accompaniment). 
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Do not try to get through all signals in one go (unless there is ample time, or with a 
group that learns quickly). Find value in trying to use a limited number of signals 
creatively, and add only when the group is ready, or as conductors begin to feel limited. 
Add more signals as needed. 
 
 
Questions 
 
1st time 
What was it like leading the group?  
Did you find any limitations with what you wanted the group to do, but no way to 
communicate it? 
Did you find a way to communicate it even though no signals were discussed? 
If you did not, what did you want to do? Can we find a signal for it? 
What was it like being led by a conductor? 
Are any of the signals confusing? 
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Body Percussion Circle 
 
Goals: To learn to play with a communal pulse. Listen and respond to one another. 
Groove. 
 
Stand in a circle. 
Individually, make a sound with your body. Go around the circle with each person 

making a sound nobody else has made. 
Play a sound with the beat established by the leader. 
Play a sound off the beat established by the leader. 
Have the leader play a simple pattern of on and off beats and teach it to the group. 

Everyone else copies the pattern. 
Play the pattern altogether, repeating it until everyone knows it.  
Take a pause and let people individually create their own patterns – they may need to 

break from the circle to do so. They may need to write their patter down in a way 
that they will remember it. Try a series of boxes and shading some in and leaving 
others blank. The boxes can either every on beat (one box=one beat), or every on 
and off beat (2 boxes=one beat). Clap on every shaded box.  

Go around the circle in the other direction and have people play their own pattern. 
Teach each pattern to the group and play it altogether, repeating until everyone knows it. 
Pick two patterns and split the group up – one half playing one of the two patterns, the 

other half playing the other. Try playing back and forth, and then altogether. 
Pick three patterns and layer them together. 
Pick four patterns and layer them together. 
Try everyone playing their own pattern together or pick entirely new patterns. 
Try using different sounds to play the same patterns, or try using two different sounds to 

play the pattern.  
Make new patterns if people want to. 
Pick 4 patterns and let people decide which pattern to play when and change between 

them freely. 
Try making someone a soloist – improvise a solo overtop of the rest of the group. Give 

everyone who is interested a chance to solo.  
Have one person spontaneously make a new pattern and have people try to copy it on the 

spot, without being taught beforehand. 
Try everyone spontaneously making a new pattern on the spot.  
Ask people to listen to one other person in the group and alter what they are playing to 

complement what the person they are listening to. 
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Living Score: 
 
Goals: Start trying to translate sounds we hear onto paper and then realize them with our 
instruments. Develop listening skills. Begin creating graphic scores.  
 
Listen to the world around you.  
As you listen, write down what you hear as symbols or pictures.   
Use these pictures and symbols as a graphic score to recreate the soundscape you heard 
through your own interpretation of the symbols.  
 
With a group of people: 
 
Option A 
Each person can write a score while listening. 
Each person can interpret their own score, or they can interpret someone else’s. 
Each person plays off different scores, layering everyone’s perceptions together. 
 
Option B 
Everyone contributes images to one large score.  
Everyone interprets the same large score.  
 
Option C 
Pick one sound and draw it in detail. 
 
Option D 
Imagine a sound and draw it in detail. 
 
Option E 
Imagine a space. It can be anywhere – on Earth, the Milky Way, a black hole, in your 
dreams, or somewhere completely imagined and of your own invention. Imagine you’re 
there, listening to the world around you. As you listen to your imagination draw symbols 
for what you hear and then interpret what you have drawn – try to realize what you 
imagined. 
 
Questions 
What are some of the challenges when drawing what something sounds like? 
 
What was it like having someone interpret your score? Were you surprised? Did it sound 
like you thought it would? If not, how could we make it clearer, or does it not matter? 
 
Could you compose a piece like this?  
 
How are graphic scores different from verbal scores? What are the strengths and 
weaknesses of each? 
 
What did you learn about sound from trying to draw it? 
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4 Dimensional Sphere 
 
Goals: Realize that we do not have to sit still to play music. We can move around and 
engage with the space as well as each other. Learn how moving sounds in a space can 
change the music. Start playing with the form of a piece. Play from a verbal/aural score. 
 

Split the group into two circles, one inside the other. 
 
The group on the outside plays long sounds, the group on the inside plays short 
sounds. 
 
Throughout the piece the outside circle will walk towards the inside circle, and 
vice versa. While walking, gradually change the sounds you are playing from 
short or long to the opposite. The group that started on the inside playing short 
sounds will now be playing long sounds on the outside, and vice versa.  
 
Move towards each other one more time, changing from short to long (and vice 
versa) until the circles, and sounds, merge together. Once the two circles merge 
into one, with a homogenous sound, the piece is done. 

 
Variation 1 
 

Form two circles, one outside and one inside. The outside plays long sounds, and 
the inside plays short sounds.  
 
Throughout the piece the outside circle will walk towards the inside circle and 
pass through, so people part of the outside circle will end up on the opposite side 
of the room. 
 
The piece is done when the outside circle has finished crossing. 

 
Variation 2 
 

Same as Variation 1 only switch which group plays long sounds and which group 
plays short sounds. 

 
 
Addition 
 
Add a dynamic shape to the piece. Some possibilities: 

- Start quiet and get louder as the groups come together and softer as they 
move apart. 

- One group stays louder the whole time 
- Get louder throughout the piece and make the ending the loudest point. 
- Start loud and get quieter so the final notes are hardly a whisper. 
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Questions 
 

What was that like? 
 
How does the music change by moving around the space? 
 
If we were to perform this where you the audience be? 
 
What about performing it outside? 
 
How do the relationships change when the sounds are spatialized? 
 
What else could we do? 
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Favourite Place 
 
Goal: To think about the spaces that we love our relationship to them. Begin to express 
these relationships musically. 
 
Think of your favourite place, or even go there. It doesn’t have to be physical – a video 
game, or a book, any place, even imaginary. 
 
Why is this your favourite place?  
 
What do you feel here? 
 
What do you see? 
 
What do you smell? 
 
What do you taste? 
 
What does the ground feel like? 
 
Who is with you? 
 
Do you feel powerful here? 
 
What do you learn here? 
 
Are you alone? 
 
Are you with friends or family? 
 
Who has power here? 
 
What is your relation to the things around you here? 
 
Describe everything you hear in this place.  
 
Recreate this acoustic environment and infuse it with the relations and feelings that are 
experienced there.  
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Questions 
 
Where is this place? 
 
What is it about this place that makes it special to you? 
 
Is the place physical? If not, what is it that draws you in? What does it offer that physical 
places don’t?  
 
What’s the difference between a physical place and an imaginary place? 
 
Is an imaginary place real? Why or why not? 
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Points and Space 
 
From Thinking Space, “Un-Glunking Geography” 
 
Goals: Start thinking about space and place in a new relational way. It is not about the 
individual – the point – it is about the connections between the points that define spaces. 
Start thinking non-linearly and challenge ourselves to understand the things we take for 
granted in new ways. Begin interpreting abstract images musically. 
 
Points and lines 
 
 Draw two points on a piece of paper. 
 
 Connect them somehow, however you like.  
 
 Use this as a graphic score – play the space between the two points. 
 
 
Folded Space 
 
 Flip the paper over and draw two points on the other side of the paper. 
 
 Connect the points without drawing a line on the paper. 
 
Do it again, this time fold the paper to connect the dots. 
 
 Do this a few times creating a web of folds in the paper.  
 
 Use this as a score.  
 
 
Variation 1 
 
 Use the score with the lines for sound, use the idea of folding for spacializing the 
 sound/players.  
 
Variation 2 
 
 Colour the sections of the folded paper creating a collage. Use this new version 
as  a score. 
 
Variation 3 
 
 Trace the folds then use this new version as a graphic score. 
 
Variation 4 
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 Combine Variation 2 and 3. 
 
Score-less 
 
 Spread out around the room like points on a page. Play the “lines” (music) 
 between the “points” (each-other).  
 

 Practically speaking: play music with whoever you are looking at. You can look 
at any one at any time, just play a duet with them whether they are looking back 
at you or not. 
 
 

Questions 
 
What did this say about assumptions and instincts/the ways of doing something? 
 
How are folds different from lines? Can we use this idea anywhere else?  
 
What happens if we were to stop thinking about points and think about the spaces 
between instead?  
 
What happens if you start defining things by their connections with everything 
else, rather than their borders?   
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Personal Cartography 
 
Goal: Expand from one place to many. See the relationships between all of the places we 
find important and where we fit within those relationships. Consider how maps can be 
used as musical scores. Create non-linear musical pieces. 
 
Draw a map connecting the places you frequent most often, these can be real places or 
places you go in your mind (your own imagination, books, video games, etc). 
 
Before drawing consider: 
 
Where is the place you feel most at home? 
What are the most common places you go to? (School, grocery store, gym, park, field, 
 cabin, camp, etc). 
What places are most important to you? 
What are the most significant places in your life? 
Is there a place that is very significant and also far away?  
Is there a place that you frequent often, but you are not personally attached to? 
Where is your favorite place to be? 
What do you experience at these different places? 
What do you feel while at these different places? 
What do these different places sound like? 
Where are all of these places in relation to each other?  
 
Now draw a map connecting all of these places. The map does not need to be 
geographically accurate – think about your relations to these places both physically and 
emotionally.  
 
While mapping these spaces out try to convey the feeling you have for these places. Can 
be through colour, shape, pictures, etc.  
 
Once completed, use the map as a musical score. Interpret the score as you wish. Take 
the people around you with you as you play the both the spaces and the journeys between 
them. 
 
 
Questions 
 
Why did you pick these places? 
 
Did you learn anything about all of the spaces in your life? How are they related and 
where do you fit with all of them? 
 
Do all of these maps overlap at all? What would a map combining all of these look like? 
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Twenty Imaginary Spaces 
 
Goal: Exercise the imagination.  
 
Find peace. Play it loud. 
 
Find a place where everyone can just get along. Play it together. 
 
Find a place devoid of any hierarchy. Play it together. 
 
Find a world devoid of technology. Amplify it. 
 
Find a world devoid of nature. Play it softly. 
 
Go to Mars.  
 
Listen to Saturn’s rings. 
 
Listen to Saturn’s rings from Mars. 
 
What does Earth sound like on the moon? 
 
What does a photon hear? 
 
What does a black hole hear? 
 
What does a star sound like? 
 
What does a sheaf of wheat hear? 
 
What has a redwood tree heard? 
 
What has the wind heard?  
 
Find yourself in the belly of a whale. Play it. 
 
Find yourself in the middle of an avalanche. Play it gently. 
 
Find a sound you’ve never heard before. Taste it. 
 
Walk along a beach on Neptune.  
 
Find a utopia. Play it loud. 
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Questions 
 
What was it like inventing sounds in your mind and then trying to bring them to life? 
 
What were the challenges of doing this? 
 
What are some of the limitations of you instrument? 
 
Are there any sounds that you imagined that you could not play? Can you describe them 
instead? 
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The Places We Live 
 
Goals: To think deeply about where we live - what our relationship is to that place and 
what relationships are in it. Share personal feelings through music.  
 
Draw a blueprint of where you live or where you wish to live, past, present, or future. 
Keep it simple with just the walls and labels. 
 
Who lives there with you? 
What is in each room? 
Do you have a common route through the house? 
What rooms do you frequent most often? 
What relation to others do you have in each room?  
Is any room your own? 
Is any space a shared space? 
What do you hear in each room? 
 
Write what each room sounds like either through words and/or pictures - abstract or 
literal.  
 
Take us on a sonic tour of the place you live. 
 
Part two 
 
Imagine the blueprint projected on the floor of the space you are in right now. Put as few 
players in each room as possible, leaving the person who drew this blueprint out to be a 
tour guide. If there is a room that belongs solely to the tour guide leave this room empty. 
 
Altogether, play the room you are standing in as quietly as possible. If there is someone 
in the room with you, work together to bring that room to life.  
 
The tour guide will move from room to room. As soon as the tour guide enters a room 
the room players will play louder. The tour guide may play with the people in the room, 
leading an experience of that space, or pass through onto another room. Whoever 
represents the room should try to play similarly to one another while responding to the 
tour guide.  
 
The tour guide is free to walk around the blueprint as they wish, spending as much time 
or as little time as they like in each room, and can go in any order and return to any room 
as many times as they like. They must enter and engage with every room at least once.  
 
The piece is over either when the player leaves the blueprint or figuratively goes to bed. 
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Questions 
 
What did you learn about where you live by thinking about the sounds there? 
 
What does the sound of each room tell you about it? 
 
What room do you spend most of your time in? What about that room draws you to it? 
 
Could you change these rooms by putting different sounds/music into them? 
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Appendix B: Recruitment Letter 

 
 
Dear prospective participant, 
 
We are looking for volunteers to participate in a research project in the study of 
creative music.  
 
The project is called Play it Loud, Say it Loud. Beginning in April we’ll have 
weekly, hour long rehearsals. During these rehearsals we will learn and 
experiment with different techniques and ways of writing music. Once we learn 
some of the basics we will begin writing our own pieces. These pieces can be 
whatever you want! Maybe more graphic scores for people to play, maybe you 
want to rap and get people playing hip-hop beats, maybe a song, whatever you 
can imagine. Once we have our pieces created we will find some way to share 
our music with our community. This will happen in June can be anything we want 
it to be. Maybe, a live performance, a video on Youtube, a recording posted 
online, or again, whatever else you could imagine! Once we’ve got that figured 
out we’ll rehearse, prepare, and show off what we’ve made. 
 
Aside from making music, you’ll be asked to participate in an interview focused 
on your experience with the project. You’ll also be asked to read through your 
interview afterwards to edit and clarify any ideas you might have missed during 
the interview session.  
 
The whole point of this project is to get a group of young people together, make 
music, show it to our community, and help make programs like this better in the 
future. If you have any questions or are interested you or your 
parent(s)/guardian(s) can send me an email at: ackermcl@uregina.ca. 
 
 
Thanks, 
 
Clinton  
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Appendix C: Guardian Consent 
 

 
 
 

Project Title: Play it Loud, Say it Loud 
 
       
Principal Investigator:  

Clinton Ackerman, MFA Candidate 
  Faculty of Media, Art, and Performance, University of Regina 
  Phone: 306-580-7696 
  Email: ackermcl@uregina.ca 
 
Supervisors: 

 Dr. Helen Pridmore, DMA, Associate Professor 
  Faculty of Media, Art, and Performance, University of Regina 

Phone: 
Email: helen.pridmore@uregina.ca 
 
Dr. Randy Johner, PhD, Associate Professor  

  Faculty of Social Work, University of Regina 
  Phone: 306-585-4549 
  Email: Randy.Johner@uregina.ca 
 
 
The Objective(s) of the Research:  
 
1. Bring youth from Regina together to create and present original music of their own 
making;  
2. Understand what the experience of making new music is for the participants and what 
value they find in music making;  
3. Determine how to improve the experience of creative music programming for youth 
for the future. 
 
Procedures:  
 
Participants will meet weekly to play and create music. Using whatever instruments are 
available (instruments participants already have, their voice, their body, or any music 
making technology such as smart-phones, tablets, or laptops) participants will begin by 
improvising and trying different ways of writing music. After developing basic skills 
participants will begin designing a way to present their music publicly and start writing 

 Parental/Guardian Consent Form-Play it Loud 
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their own pieces. Public presentation could take a number of forms such as a 
performance (inside or outside), audience participation, video, audio recording, or a mix 
of forms. Participants may wish to, or need to, complete their pieces or practice outside 
of rehearsal time. Following the presentation of music creations will be an opportunity 
for the audience to ask questions and give feedback. Participants will be invited back for 
a wrap up session to talk about the program, and also participate in a 15-20 minute long, 
one-on-one interview to talk about their experiences in the project and what they would 
do differently. Parents/guardians will also be invited for an interview to talk about their 
experience and thoughts about the project. 
 
Transcripts of the interviews will be sent to the interviewee and their parent/guardian for 
review and revision. Participants will have options for responding in writing, drawing, or 
music making to the questions in the interview. Documentation of the public 
presentation will be sent to all participants. 
 
The results of the research will be used for a Master’s Thesis. The thesis combines both a 
written document and an oral defense where the researcher will present the research to a 
panel of university professors. Participants will be invited to participate in a performance 
aspect of the oral defense. They will also be welcome to stay to hear the question and 
answer period, after the performance, if they are interested. Copies of the thesis will be 
sent to participants who wish to receive a copy. There is the potential for this research to 
be published or presented in conferences.  
 
Funded by: There are no funders for this project. 
 
Potential Risks: 
 
There is a possibility that playing music in a public venue could result in some 
performance anxiety (i.e., nervousness, excitement, or both). 
 
Risk Management 
 

• Performance anxiety is often overcome throughout the performance, ending in a 
feeling of accomplishment and elation.  

• A significant amount of time will be dedicated to rehearsal so participants can be 
confident and prepared  

• Discussions will be held after playing each piece and each activity to unpack 
what the experience was like.  

• I will be available to meet one on one before or after each session. 
 
Potential Benefits:  
 
This project will add to the literature: a) that examines the social and psychological 
benefits of creative music practices b) that examines the benefits of music making to 
give voice, empower individuals, and speak within the community. This research will 
also help create better creative music programming in the future. 
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Participants will benefit by developing various music creation skills and creativity, meet 
peers that are also interested in music, and learn how to express themselves through 
music. 
 
Confidentiality:  

• If desired, participants may use a pseudonym throughout the research. They may 
also use their name if they wish to be credited with their artistic and creative 
contributions. 

• Anonymity is not possible while publicly performing given that performers will 
be visible to the public. If necessary, participants who wish to remain anonymous 
may request a different role such that will allow them to remain anonymous, such 
as backstage or technical help.  

• Participants who wish to remain anonymous can still have their pieces performed 
by others, if desired. 

 
Right to Withdraw from the Study:   

• Participation is voluntary  
• Data may be withdrawn at any time before it is combined with others’ 

(approximately August 31st). This will not be possible for data obtained from 
group activities. 

• You can withdraw from the study at any time; however, once your interview data 
is combined with other data (approximately August 31st) it may not be possible to 
withdraw that data from the study. 

• Whether you choose to participate or not will have no effect on any position (e.g. 
student) that you may have.  

• Withdrawing from the study will not impact services in any way. 
 
Questions or Concerns:   

• Contact the Principal Investigator using the information at the top of page 1; 
• This project has been approved on ethical grounds by the UofR Research Ethics 

Board. Any questions regarding your rights as a participant may be addressed to 
the committee at (585-4775 or research.ethics@uregina.ca).  Out of town 
participants may call collect.   

 
 
CONSENT: 
 
I understand that: 

• My child/ren will attend a weekly rehearsal from April___ to July___ 
• His/her/their participation is entirely voluntary. 
• I will receive a signed copy of this consent form to keep for my records.. 
• I have had an opportunity to ask questions and my/our questions have been 

answered. 
• I consent to have my child/ren participate in the research project.  
• I want to be informed when the finalized results of the study become available. 
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(Circle your preference)  
• I wish for my child/ren to use a pseudonym throughout the process. 

 Yes No 
• My child/ren may perform publicly, and I understand anonymity is not possible if 

my child or children perform publicly. 
 Yes No 

• I wish for my child/ren to remain anonymous and not participate publicly. 
 Yes No 

• My child/ren may be video taped. 
 Yes No  

•  
 Yes No 

• My child/ren may be recorded using an audio recording device. 
 Yes No 

• My child/ren may participate in an interview, 15-20 minutes in length. 
 Yes No 

• I will participate in an interview, 30 minutes in length. 
 Yes No 

• I wish to review interview transcripts for revision. 
 Yes No 

• I agree to have the research published. 
 Yes No 

• I agree to have the research be presented in a conference. 
 Yes No 

• My child/ren may perform at the oral defence. 
 Yes  No    

 
 
     

Name of Parent/Guardian  Signature  Date 
 
 
 
______________________________      _________________________________      
 
         Name of Researcher                          Researcher’s Signature                         
 
 
______________             
        Date                   
 

 
 
 
 
 

A copy of this consent will be left with you, and a copy will be taken by the researcher. 
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Appendix D: Participant Assent 

 
 Participant Assent Form-Play it Loud 
 
Project Title: Play it Loud, Say it Loud 
 

Why Are We Doing This? 

• To bring a bunch of young people together to make music. Make your own song 

and play it with new friends.  

• Learn some skills so you can make the music you and others want to play. 

• Help me make this program better for the future. 

 

What Will We Do? 

• We’ll meet once a week to play music together. We can use whatever is available 

to make music like instruments, voice, body, or technology like smart phones, 

tablets, and computers.  

• We’re going to start with some exercises that will teach some skills we’ll need.  

• After that we’re going to figure out a way to present our music – could be a 

concert somewhere, maybe a concert outside, and online video, an online 

recording, what ever we can think of that we find exciting. 

• Once we’ve got those basic skills figured out you’ll start creating your own piece 

of music, song, rap, or whatever you’re interested in making.  

• Once we’ve rehearsed everyone’s songs and we’ll show our music to the 

community with our performance/video/whatever. When we do that we’ll get 

some feedback from the audience to see what they got out of the performance. 

• Once we’re done you’ll be invited to have a one on one conversation with me and 

we’ll talk about the project. I will write out what we talked about and you can 

review and rewrite what you want to.  
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• I’ll also invite your parents to meet and talk about their experiences and thoughts 

about the project, which I’ll then write out for them to review and revise. 

• I will also send you a recording of our final performance/video/whatever. 

• Once we’re done I’m going to go off and write a fairly long paper about the 

project, using your comments from our conversation, what I’ve seen in 

rehearsals, the performance, and the comments from the audience, and prepare to 

present everything to a group of professors at the University of Regina. You are 

welcome to join me at that presentation and we can perform your music again for 

the group of professors there. 

 

Are There Any Risks? 

• Playing music publicly could bring about performance anxiety. This is often 

overcome throughout the performance, ending in a feeling of accomplishment 

and excitement. We will also dedicate a lot of time to rehearsing so we can be 

confident and prepared.  

• Discussions will be held after playing each piece and each activity to unpack 

what the experience was like.  

• I will be available to meet one on one before or after each session to talk about 

any issues. 

• You can quit at anytime or we can try to find another way for you to participate 

that you are more comfortable with. 

 

What Could You Get Out of It? 

• Meet people your age that are interested in music.  

• Learn to play and write your own music.  

• Show your music to your family, friends, and other people in your community. 

 

What Will Other People Get Out of It? 

• It will teach us what some of the benefits playing music has for young people like 

you. 

• It will help us make projects like this better in the future. 
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Can You Do This Anonymously? What About Confidentiality? 

• Confidentiality means the information that you provide won’t be linked to you.  

• Anonymity is going to be difficult to maintain because we’ll be working in a 

group and everyone will know who has done what. We’ll also be presenting our 

music publicly and people who see our presentation may recognize you. 

Withdraw 

• You can decide to leave the project or ask to not be included in the research at 

any time before August 31st and there will be no change in service or any impact. 

Assent 

• Do you want to use a different name from your given one throughout the 

process?  

 Yes No 
• Do you want to perform publicly? 

 Yes No 
• Do you want to use a different name on the program? 

 Yes No 
• Do you need to hide your identity in the performance? 

 Yes No 
• Can you be video taped? 

 Yes No 
• Can we use audio recorders? 

 Yes No 
• Can we do a one on one interview? 

 Yes No 
• Do you want to review the interview? 

 Yes No 
• Can I present this research in different place, such as being published, or at 

conferences? 

 Yes No 
• Do you want to perform for the professors at the University of Regina? 

 Yes No 
 
 
     

Name of Participant  Signature  Date 
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Name of Researcher  Signature  Date 
 

 
 

Guardian initials           
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Appendix E: Researcher/Organization Agreement 

 
MFA Thesis Project Agreement – Play it Loud, Say it Loud 

 
Organization: 
Organization Primary Contact:  
Lead Researcher: Clinton Ackerman 
Faculty Supervisors: Helen Pridmore and Randy Johner 
 
 
Project: 
 
Participants will meet weekly to rehearse and create new musical works. The lead 
researcher will lead rehearsals using exercises that develop creativity and technical 
proficiency in development of a public presentation featuring participants’ musical 
creations. Participants, the partner organization, and the lead researcher will design the 
presentation. Interviews with parents/guardians, participants, and others involved in the 
project will be interviewed and transcriptions reviewed and revised by interviewees. 
Data analysis will begin following transcription revisions. The partner organization may 
participate in data analysis if they wish. Data will be used in support of the lead 
researcher’s MFA Thesis. 
 
Schedule:  
 
Start date: April __ 
End date: August 31 
 
 Weekly rehearsals from: April __ to June__.  
 Final presentation: June __ 
 Interviews/transcription review: July __ to July __ 
 Review and analysis of data: July __ 
 Thesis/creation of materials to share results with participants: Aug __ to Aug __ 
 
Financial Support: 
There is no additional funding available in support of this project. 
  
The partner organization agrees to:  
- Recruit participants. 
- Obtain consent/assent of parents/guardians/participants.  
- Provide rehearsal space. 
- Supply available materials. 
- Provide access to the community and community resources. 
- Promote the project within the community. 
- Work within the University of Regina’s research ethics requirements. 
- Collaborate in good faith with the lead researcher. 

 
The lead researcher agrees to: 
- Adhere to the mandate, vision, and regulations of the organization. 
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- Supports those involved in the project in their development of knowledge and 
skills in the arts.  

- Serve as a collaborator and mentor for the project. 
- Conduct rehearsals in a safe and supportive manor.  
- Supply necessary resources, including resources available through the 

University of Regina. 
- Work with and be responsive to the needs of the organization and participants. 
- Collaborate in good faith with the organization. 

 
Research Output: 
- The organization may contribute to data analysis. 
- The thesis may be published or presented publicly. Participants will not be 

referred to by name, but Ranch Ehrlo may be referred to in name. 
- The organization, researcher, and participants will agree on a format for public 

presentation.  
- Documentation of the public presentation will be shared with participants and the 

organization. 
- Final research results will be shared with the participants and the organization. 
- The participants, researcher, and the organization will decide as a group who the 

research products will be available too such as family, friends, or the general 
public. Consensus will be required to share what is made beyond participants, 
supervisors, and assessors.   

 
 
 

     
Name of Organization Contact  Signature  Date 

 
 

     
Name of Lead Researcher  Signature  Date 
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Appendix F: University of Regina Ethics Approval 
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Appendix G: Ranch Ehrlo Ethics Approval 

 
 
 


